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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
This document presents details about the instructor-led training offerings from 

the Onebridge Center at the time of its creation. The Onebridge Center has used 
reasonable efforts to ensure that the information provided in this document is 

accurate and up-to-date, but details and offerings are subject to change.

This document contains confidential information about the Onebridge Center. Copies 
of this document may only be provided, and disclosure of the information contained 

in it may only be made, with written prior agreement from the Onebridge Center.

OWNERSHIP AND DISPOSAL
The information contained in this document is owned by the Onebridge Center. The 
recipient shall dispose of the data as confidential waste and/or return the document 

to the Onebridge Center upon request.
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ABOUT US
Onebridge Center is a professional development provider with a heavy focus on skills training. 
Onebridge Center provides both professional development training for small companies 
looking to upskill their workforce and partners with government agencies and individuals 
looking to break barriers to employment. Go to www.onebridgecenter.com to learn more. 

OUR HISTORY
Onebridge Support Services was originally established in 2014 as a home and community 
based program to provide services to the owner’s son. After Anita sold her first I/DD agency 
which she ran for 6 years, she tried other providers to care for her son, but did not find 
the quality of support she was looking for, so she started the Onebridge Center to provide 
computer training via vocational rehabilitation and adult day program services to her son.

Our center currently provides in-person instruction via vocational rehabilitation, pre- 
employment training, and adult day programming to individuals in Summit, Cuyahoga, and 
Medina counties. 

We have since expanded to professional development via virtual instructor-led training 
nationwide to small companies and government agencies and in-person training currently in 
Ohio.  

OneBridge Center is a trade name under Onebridge Support Services.

At Onebridge Support Services we believe in helping individuals become technology-ready, 
life-ready and work-ready.
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OUR MISSION
Empowering individuals to improve their lives through skills training to achieve what’s possible. 
Together.

OUR VISION
Our vision is that all individuals have a right to explore opportunities through skills 
development that allows them to exceed expectations and achieve a more productive life.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Onebridge Center affirms a policy of equal employment opportunity, equal education 
opportunity and nondiscrimination in the provision of educational services to the public. 
Onebridge Center administers all educational programs and related supporting services and 
benefits in a manner that does not discriminate because of a student’s race, color, national 
origin, handicap, sex, or age.

INSTRUCTORS
Our instructors are not only professional educators but also outstanding presenters. They 
know how to mix patience, humor, and enthusiasm to achieve maximum comprehension. Our 
instructors adjust their pace and instruction to meet their students’ needs. They also bring 
their own real-world experience into the classroom, creating a rich learning environment. 
Below you will find a list of our trainers and areas of training  they teach.

OUR SERVICE
We offer a variety of course options for your learning needs. Training on a variety of topics is 
available in-person, and virtually. 

VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING
With virtual instructor-led training you gain access to our experienced instructors for questions, 
feedback and discussion. Virtual instructor-led training allows you to focus on specific topics 
for short amounts of time, allowing you to level-up quickly. Our digital training environment is 
distraction-free, engaging and interactive, meaning you will have better retention of what you 
learned. Not only that, but our small group environment facilitates learning amongst peers and 
allows you to build a professional network, all from the comfort of your own home or office.

Here is some of what you can expect from virtual instructor-led training with the Onebridge 
Center:

• Dynamic instructors who are leaders in their field
• Interaction with other students from your class
• Modern curriculum that allows you to apply what you’ve learned immediately.

In-person Instructor-Led Training for 4 or more

• Private Group Training
• Group Discounting
• Virtual or Onsite
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We can provide small group training sessions at our location or yours. We make your 
instructor-led training engaging for your learners by including activities throughout the 
training session. Switching between lectures, discussions, activities, and hands-on practices are 
how we engage participants to retain the information.

We offer our corporate and government customers the benefit of “in person” training with 
expert trainers and facilitators.

If you choose our location classes will be offered at the Onebridge Center located at 387 
Medina Road, Suite 600, Medina, Ohio, 44256. Companies with four or more students 
interested in the same course should inquire about the option of a private class delivered 
either on location or at our training center.

COMPLIANCE COURSES
Workplace compliance protects an organization from all sorts of legal, regulatory, and 
even corporate violations that could result in heavy fines and civil and criminal penalties. 
Additionally, Compliance training is a must have to increase productivity, reduce absenteeism, 
and to create and maintain a safe work environment. We seek to keep your organization 
compliant by providing training that is simple, interactive and engaging.

The Onebridge Center offers the following compliance trainings:

 L Bullying in the Workplace

 L Business Ethics Workshop

 L Code of Conduct: Setting the Tone for Your 
Workplace

 L Diversity Training: Celebrating Diversity in 
the Workplace

 L Disability Awareness

 L Inclusive Leadership 

 L Intercultural Communication 

 L Generation Gap - Closing the Generation 
Gap in the Workplace

 L Managing Different Generations in the 
Workplace

 L Conflict Resolution - Getting Along in the 
Workplace

 L Conflict Resolution - Dealing with Difficult 
People

 L Workplace Violence - How to Manage 
Anger and Violence in the Workplace 

 L Safety in the Workplace

 L Unconscious Bias

 L Workplace Harassment 

 L Psychological Safety at Work
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BULLYING IN THE WORKPLACE
When most people think of bullying, images immediately come to mind of children in a 
schoolyard being taunted, pointed at, called names, ostracized, and physically threatened. 
Most people do not think about bullying occurring in a workplace. However, a recent study 
found that 38 percent of Americans have been bullied or have witnessed bullying at work.

Bullying can be hard to identify and address. People wonder, what does bullying look like? 
How can we discourage it in our workplace? What can I do to protect my staff and co-workers? 

All of these questions (and more!) will be answered in this one-day workshop.

What Will You Learn?

 L What constitutes bullying 

 L The costs of bullying to people and 
organizations

 L Bullying behaviors and the reasons behind 
them

 L Ways to prevent bullying and understand 
the role you can play

 L Ways to protect yourself from bullying

 L What to do if you are bullied 

 L How to identify appropriate solutions for a 
bullying incident (within and outside the 
organization)

 L How to assist in creating an anti-bullying 
policy

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining bullying 

 L Why bullies do what they do

 L Building a shield against bullies

 L What to do if it happens to you

 L What to do if you witness bullying

 L Creating an anti-bullying workplace

 L The law on bullying
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BUSINESS ETHICS WORKSHOP
What exactly makes a decision ethical? The problem with ethics is that what may seem 
morally right (or ethical) to one person may seem appalling to another. This workshop will 
not provide you with an easy way to solve every ethical decision you will ever have to make. It 
will, however, help you define your ethical framework to make solving those ethical dilemmas 
easier. 

We will also look at  tools you can use when you are faced with an ethical decision. And, we 
will look at techniques you can use so you do not get stuck in an ethical quandary. Best of 
all, we will look at a lot of case studies so that you can practice making decisions in a safe 
environment.

What Will You Learn?

 L What constitutes bullying 

 L The costs of bullying to people and 
organizations

 L Bullying behaviors and the reasons behind 
them

 L Ways to prevent bullying and understand 
the role you can play

 L Ways to protect yourself from bullying

 L What to do if you are bullied 

 L How to identify appropriate solutions for a 
bullying incident (within and outside the 
organization)

 L How to assist in creating an anti-bullying 
policy

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining bullying 

 L Why bullies do what they do

 L Building a shield against bullies

 L What to do if it happens to you

 L What to do if you witness bullying

 L Creating an anti-bullying workplace

 L The law on bullying
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CODE OF CONDUCT: SETTING THE TONE FOR YOUR WORKPLACE
Workplaces are made up of diverse groups of people with diverse motivations, backgrounds, 
and ethics. When such groups are brought together, sometimes there are opportunities for 
ethical, moral, financial, or even legal, boundaries to be crossed. Sometimes those boundaries 
are crossed with disastrous results. 

A workplace code of conduct is a tool that can be used to prevent such digressions by 
providing a framework for employees to follow what is expected of them and how to conduct 
themselves in various situations. 

This course will look at the material that goes into a code of conduct and will allow participants 
to build their own as the day goes on.

What Will You Learn?

 L What  a code of conduct is and why a 
business should have one

 L What  goes into a code of conduct

 L Ways to implement a code of conduct in 

the workplace

 L How to create a code of conduct for a 
business

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator  L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is it, and why?

 L What to leave in, what to leave out

 L What’s it all about?

 L A Random Sample

 L What to Do When You make a Mistake

 L Auditing

 L Putting It Together
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DIVERSITY TRAINING: CELEBRATING DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
More than ever, a workplace is a diverse collection of individuals proud of who they are: their 
gender, their sexual orientation, their religion, their ethnic background, and all the other 
components that make an individual unique. 

One of the challenges for workplace leaders is how to help these diverse individuals work as a 
team. We all know what happens to organizations that don’t have effective teamwork: they fail. 
And, failing to embrace diversity can also have serious legal costs for corporations. This one-day 
workshop will give you ways to celebrate diversity in the workplace while bringing individuals 
together.

What Will You Learn?

 L What diversity and its related terms mean

 L To explain how changes in the world have 
affected you and your view

 L To identify your stereotypes

 L Terms that are politically correct and those 
which are not

 L To apply the four cornerstones of diversity

 L To  avoid the pitfalls related to diversity

 L Techniques for dealing with inappropriate 
behavior

 L To develop a management style that 
encourages diversity

 L How to take action if you or one of your 
employees feels discriminated against

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining diversity

 L How does diversity affect me?

 L Identifying stereotypes

 L Wise words

 L The cornerstones of diversity

 L How to discourage diversity

 L The stop technique

 L Managing for diversity

 L Dealing with discrimination
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DISABILITY AWARENESS
People with disabilities represent a significant and largely underutilized resource for 
businesses. Many disabled persons are underemployed or unemployed. As a result of 
advocates for diversity, as well as a shrinking labor pool, employers are taking a serious look 
at hiring and retaining people with disabilities. This two-day workshop will give supervisors, 
managers, and human resource consultants tools and tips for creating a diverse workplace.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to prepare to welcome people with 
disabilities into your workplace

 L How to interact with people with 
disabilities

 L How to Identify and overcome barriers in 
the workplace

 L How to use respectful, appropriate, 
acceptable language in any circumstance

 L Appropriate interactions during hiring and 
interviewing 

 L To understand job accommodation and 
how it applies in your workplace

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining terms

 L Misconceptions and realities

 L Dissecting labels

 L Accessibility

 L The cornerstones of diversity

 L Encouraging diversity by hiring

 L Using the STOP technique

 L Communication essentials 

 L Communication styles and critical 
conversations

 L How do we make it happen?
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INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP
This one-day course is structured into three sessions.

The first session encourages participants to define and discuss what inclusion and diversity 
are and why today they are particularly important in business. This section also discusses why 
you cannot have diversity without inclusion, the idea of privilege, and the difference between 
equity and equality.

The second session  focuses on the characteristics of inclusive leadership. Participants  will 
discover what the main traits of inclusive leaders are and what behaviors are associated with 
these traits.

The third session focuses on how to become a more inclusive leader. It covers the inclusive 
leadership continuum and what actions a leader can take to develop along this continuum. 
The participants will then be guided towards developing their own inclusive leadership action 
plan.

What Will You Learn?

 L To identify what diversity and inclusion 
are and understand why they are both 
important in business

 L To pinpoint the characteristics of inclusive 

leadership

 L How to apply strategies and develop a 
plan to make your leadership style more 
inclusive

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What are Inclusion and diversity and why 
are they important in business?

 L What is Privilege?

 L Oppression vs. Privilege

 L Equity for Inclusion

 L Inclusion vs. Diversity

 L Why Diversity AND Inclusion in 
Business

 L Inclusive Leadership Skills

 L The Inclusive Leadership Continuum

 L How to Become a More Inclusive 
Leader
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INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
This course is structured around four learning objectives:

• Defining intercultural communication and identifying the benefits of intercultural 
communication skills.

• Participants discuss what culture is, including the visible and hidden aspects of culture; 
define what intercultural communication is, and identify the benefits of having good 
intercultural communication skills.

• Identifying hindrances to  intercultural communication, and understanding  culture clash, 
culture shock and stereotypes and prejudices.

• Identifying cultural values and ways of communicating in different cultures.
• Participants learn about  communication behaviors (verbal and non-verbal) and how they 

differ between cultures. Ten (10) cultural value dimensions are discussed and how they are 
likely to be different according to cultural clusters.

• Planning  and implementing strategies to improve intercultural communication 
skills. Participants are encouraged to identify strategies to improve their intercultural 
communication skills; choose a particular aspect of intercultural competence they would like 
to develop and plan an action to achieve this.

What Will You Learn?

 L To define intercultural communication 
and identify the benefits of intercultural 
communication skills.

 L To identify hindrances to  intercultural 
communication

 L To identify some cultural values and ways 
of communicating in different cultures.

 L To plan and implement strategies to 
improve your intercultural communication 
skills.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator  L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What are Inclusion and diversity and why 
are they important in business?

 L What is Privilege?

 L Oppression vs. Privilege

 L Equity for Inclusion

 L Inclusion vs. Diversity

 L Why Diversity AND Inclusion in Business

 L Inclusive Leadership Skills

 L The Inclusive Leadership Continuum

 L How to Become a More Inclusive Leader.
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MANAGING DIFFERENT GENERATIONS IN THE WORKPLACE
This course is structured around three learning objectives:

• Identifying the different generations that are present in the workplace, the characteristics of 
each generation and considerations about the needs of people in their different life stages. 
This is so participants understand that generational diversity and life stages overlap, so they 
will have to consider both when dealing with staff from different cohorts.

• Identifying the differences between generations in the workplace and the potential areas of 
friction due to different mindsets.

• Considering  ways to bridge the gap between generations. Participants will discuss how 
to develop intergenerational cooperation and create a work environment that is inclusive 
for all. The participants will then be guided towards developing an action plan to manage 
generational diversity.

What Will You Learn?

 L To Identify the characteristics of different 
generations

 L Analyze the possible areas of friction 
between generations at work

 L Develop strategies to resolve the 
differences between generations and 
foster cooperation at work

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What do we mean by generations?

 L Characteristics of different 
generationsWhat is Privilege?

 L 5 Generations in the Workplace.

 L Benefits of a Multigenerational 
Workplace

 L Possible Areas of Friction Between 
Generations

 L Generational Stereotypes and 
Misconceptions

 L Resolving Differences between 
Generations

 L Bridging the Gap between Generations
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GENERATION GAP - CLOSING THE GENERATION GAP IN THE WORKPLACE
There are currently five generations in the workforce. Only a few short years ago employers 
who were expecting to be faced with mass retirements are now looking at accommodating 
workers who cannot afford to retire, or are simply healthy and happy enough they’d like to stay 
at work. However, the labor force continues to put in hard work and lots of strategy to find the 
right people to fill vacancies and to be able to serve their customers. 

This course examines the history and reality of the generation gap, especially for recruiters and 
succession planning. In it, we will explore whether defining the actual limits of each generation 
is most important, or whether the merits of people within the context of employment is the 
bigger issue. After all, understanding others helps us to understand ourselves and to manage 
the people that we work with. We will also explore problems, solutions, and strategies to help 
overcome issues of the generation gap.

What Will You Learn?

 L To identify where the generation gap issue 
surfaces  and the impact it has on the 
modern workforce

 L To apply language that is specific to each 
generation currently in the workplace

 L To explore organization strategies that 
overcome gap issues

 L To evaluate the need and effectiveness of 
recruiting, retention, and succession plans 
in context of the generation gap

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L History in Brief

 L Finding Common Ground

 L Silents, Boomers, X’ers, Y’s, Millennials, and 
Gen Z

 L Recruiting that Bridges the Gap

 L Pre-Assignment Review

 L Creative Solutions

 L The Value of Planning

 L Developing Targeted Retention Strategies

 L What We Really Want
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION - GETTING ALONG IN THE WORKPLACE
Many people see conflict as a negative experience. In fact, conflict is a necessary part of our 
personal growth and development. Think of when you were trying to choose your major in 
college, for example, or trying to decide between two jobs. However, conflict becomes an issue 
when the people involved cannot work through it. They become engaged in a battle that does 
not result in growth. When this type of conflict arises, negative energy can result, causing hurt 
feelings and damaged relationships. This two-day course will give participants the tools that 
will help you resolve conflict successfully and produce a win-win outcome.

What Will You Learn?

 L What conflict is and how it can escalate.

 L The types of conflict and the stages of 
conflict.

 L The five most common conflict resolution 
styles and when to use them.

 L How to increase positive information 

flow through non-verbal and verbal 
communication skills.

 L Effective techniques for intervention 
strategies.

 L Ways to manage conflicts to enhance 
productivity and performance.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining conflict and types of conflict 

 L Spontaneous and reflective action

 L The Johari window

 L Stages of conflict

 L Conflict resolution style questionnaire

 L The role of communication in conflict 
resolution (including information on 
active listening, paraphrasing, asking 
questions, and body language)

 L The conflict/opportunity test

 L Conflict and its resolution

 L Helping others through conflict
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION - DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Success in dealing with conflict comes from understanding how we behave, as well as how 
we can influence others. If we approach difficulties as needing to take place in one or a series 
of conversations, and we approach those conversations with a plan, we will find that we have 
less difficult people to deal with. More often than not, we will also have more meaningful 
and significant conversations. In this one-day workshop, you will learn how to turn difficult 
situations into opportunities for growth.

What Will You Learn?

 L To recognize how your own attitudes and 
actions impact others.

 L To find new and effective techniques for 
dealing with difficult people.

 L Some techniques for managing and 

dealing with anger.

 L To develop coping strategies for dealing 
with difficult people and difficult 
situations.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Conflict as communication

 L Benefits of confrontation 

 L Preventing problems

 L Getting focused

 L Dealing with anger (yours and others)

 L Dealing with problems

 L The three step conflict resolution model 

 L Changing yourself 

 L Why don’t people do what they are 
supposed to?

 L De-stress options to use when things get 
ugly
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WORKPLACE VIOLENCE - HOW TO MANAGE ANGER AND VIOLENCE 
IN THE WORKPLACE
Violence of any sort has many roots. Sometimes there are warning signs of workplace violence, 
but this is not always the case. It is up to us to learn whatever we can to prevent, identify, and 
mitigate any threats, and this comprehensive workshop includes everything a workplace 
leader needs to get started.

What Will You Learn?

 L Describe what workplace violence is

 L Identify some warning signs of violence

 L Apply the cycle of anger

 L Understand Albert Bandura’s behavior 
wheel and how it applies to anger

 L Develop a seven-step process for 
managing your anger and others’ anger

 L Apply better communication and problem 
solving skills, which will reduce frustration 

and anger

 L Develop some other ways of managing 
anger, including coping thoughts and 
relaxation techniques

 L Use the nine components of an 
organizational approach to managing 
anger, including risk assessment processes

 L Respond if a violent incident occurs 
in the workplace on an individual and 
organizational level

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is workplace violence?

 L The behavior wheel and anger process

 L Communication, problem solving, and 
anger management skills 

 L A systems approach and developing a 
policy and program

 L Risk assessment and risk level analysis

 L Hiring practices and workplace design

 L Workplace practices and procedures

 L Security systems and personnel and 
training programs

 L Developing emergency response plans 
and threat response process

 L The immediate response

 L Consulting with the experts

 L Gathering and evaluating additional 
information

 L Communicating incidents and threats

 L Reviewing the options and analyzing the 

impact

 L Incident response checklist
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SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE (PLANNING FOR SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE)

Beginning with the Organizational Safety Policy, the company’s Safety Plan shows that Senior 
Management takes the commitment to worker health and safety seriously. The safety plan 
provides a system of policies, procedures and practices to help prevent accidents/incidents, 
gives workers the knowledge to help them create a safe working environment and outlines a 
consistent methodology for the company’s approach to Health and Safety. It is one of the more 
important safety documents that a company can produce. 

This workshop will give you the foundation to develop your Organizational Safety Plan and take 
the next step in building your safety culture.

What Will You Learn?

 L What a safety plan should include

 L How to write an Organizational Safety 
Policy

 L The importance of the Introduction to the 
Safety Plan 

 L How to develop a basic Communications 
Plan for a specific accident/incident 
occurrence

 L Ways to decide on training solutions to 
common accidents/incidents  

 L How to understand and explain the 
importance and structure of Incident 
Response Plans and Critical Incident 
Response Plans

 L How to understand Safety Inspections 
and Safety Audits as methods to identify 
unsafe conditions and apply corrective 
action

 L How to use a 6S Inspection Checklist to 
conduct a 6S Inspection

 L How to brainstorm policies and procedures 
that you might find in the Appendix of a 
Safety Plan

 L How to help your organization write, 
implement, and review a safety plan

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Organizational Safety Policy

 L Introducing the Safety Plan

 L Communications Plan

 L Safety Training

 L Incident Response Plan

 L Safety and Health Inspections

 L Safety Audits

 L Appendix
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UNCONSCIOUS BIAS 
This course is structured around three learning objectives:

• Helping the participants recognize what unconscious bias is, where it comes from and why 
we all have it.

• Identifying how unconscious bias can affect individuals and organizations and what impact it 
can have, particularly in the workplace.

• Discussing strategies that participants can implement to overcome unconscious bias, both as 
individuals and as part of the organization they work in.

What Will You Learn?

 L To recognize unconscious bias

 L To Identify the impact of unconscious bias 
on individuals and organizations

 L To develop strategies to deal with 
unconscious bias

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is Unconscious Bias?

 L Why do our Senses Trick us?

 L Unconscious Bias is a Shortcut.

 L Where Does Unconscious Bias Come 
From?

 L What is the Impact of Unconscious Bias?

 L What Other Types of Bias are There?

 L How Can Unconscious Bias Affect the 
Workplace?

 L How Do We Deal with Unconscious 
Bias?
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WORKPLACE HARASSMENT
Between 2010 and 2015, employers paid out $698.7 million to employees alleging harassment. 
But financial repercussions are not the only reason why workplaces need to be proactive when 
it comes to preventing harassment. This type of behavior has harmful effects on the victims, 
such as health and self-esteem problems, as well as negative impacts on the workplaces where 
it occurs, including decreased productivity and increased absenteeism.

How do you prevent harassment from occurring? What sorts of policies should be in place? 
What should managers do to protect their employees? And if a complaint is filed, what will we 
do? All of these questions (and more!) will be answered in this two-day workshop.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to explain what is acceptable 
behavior in the workplace and what is not, 
and why

 L How to apply the benefits of harassment 
training

 L The various types of harassment, including 
sexual harassment

 L How to create  a harassment policy

 L Ways to prevent harassment

 L Ways to protect yourself from harassment

 L What to do if you are harassed or accused 

of harassment

 L To understand the complaint process

 L To identify situations where mediation 
is appropriate, and understand how 
mediation works in those situations

 L Appropriate solutions for a harassment 
incident

 L What to do if a complaint is false

 L How to help your workplace return to 
normal after a harassment incident

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining harassment  L Defining sexual harassment

 L The purpose of training 

 L Creating a harassment policy

 L Other prevention strategies

 L Nipping it in the bud

 L What if it happens to me?

 L What if it’s happening to someone else?

 L Someone has filed a complaint against 
me!

 L Addressing a complaint

 L Handling false complaints

 L Mediation

 L Investigating a complaint

 L Making the decision

 L Creating solutions
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PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY AT WORK
This course is structured around four learning objectives: 

• What psychological safety is and why it is important (this includes a definition, what 
psychological safety entails, the difference between psychological safety and some related 
concepts and the issue of failure).

• What undermines psychological safety, i.e. why people might be unwilling to speak up.
• What drives psychological safety, so what makes people feel comfortable to speak up. 
• What a manager can do to promote psychological safety in their team (includes guidance for 

drawing up an action plan).

What Will You Learn?

 L To identify what psychological safety is and 
why it’s important

 L To pinpoint the things that undermine 
psychological safety

 L To analyze the factors that drive 
psychological safety

 L To develop a strategy to support 
psychological safety in your team

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is psychological safety and why is it 
important?

 L Psychological Safety vs. Related Concepts

 L Benefits of  Psychological Safety

 L What Undermines Psychological Safety?

 L What Drives Psychological Safety

 L Promoting Psychological Safety
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LEADERSHIP AND BUSINESS SKILLS TRAINING
Having hard skills is not enough, your employees must be able to communicate effectively, 
plan, organize, resolve conflicts and work effectively as a team. Business Skills (or Soft Skills) 
training from the Onebridge Center is a cost-effective solution for developing the skills your 
employees need to be successful in a challenging climate. 

When your workforce has a lot of technical skills but an absence of soft skills, you have a 
soft skills gap. Soft skills are what accompany the hard skills and help your organization use 
technical expertise to its full advantage.

 L If you’re really good at getting clients, but 
not so good at retaining them, you may 
have a soft skills gap

 L If you have a lot of staff turnover and have 

to keep retraining people, chances are you 
have a soft skills gap

 L When you have several managers, but no 
real leaders – that’s a soft skills gap

Onebridge Center offers the Leadership and Business Skills training listed below. These 
trainings  are designed for both non-management personnel and management personnel and 
can be customized to fit your industry rather you are in a  for-profit or non-profit organization. 
Don’t see a leadership course you need. Contact Us at info@onebridgecenter.com to inquire 
about a more customized solution.

 L Leadership Skills for Supervisors - 
Communication, Coaching & Conflict

 L Business Leadership - Becoming 
Management Material

 L Conversational Leadership

 L Self-Leadership

 L Women and Leadership: Owning Your 
Strengths and Skills

 L Critical Thinking

 L Emotional Intelligence

 L Problem Solving & Decision Making

 L Cybersecurity 
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR SUPERVISORS - COMMUNICATION, 
COACHING & CONFLICT
Supervisors represent an important force in the economy. You have the power to turn on or 
turn off the productivity of the people who report to you. You are the crucial interface between 
the employee on the shop floor or the service desk and the managers of the organization. 
Although you usually have more technical experience than the employees you supervise, you 
may not have had a lot of leadership experience. This one-day course will give you the skills in 
communication, coaching, and conflict that you need to be successful.

What Will You Learn?

 L Ways to prioritize, plan, and manage your 
time.

 L To identify your primary leadership style.

 L To develop some flexibility to use other 
leadership styles.

 L To determine ways you can meet the 

needs of employees and co-workers 
through communication and coaching.

 L To explore ways to make conflict a 
powerful force for creative, well-rounded 
solutions to problems. 

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Pre-assignment review

 L What’s your type? How about mine? 

 L Introversion/extroversion

 L Understanding leadership

 L Managing your time and your energy

 L The commitment curve

 L Employee development models

 L Dealing with conflict and difficult 
issues

 L What successful leaders do
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BUSINESS LEADERSHIP - BECOMING MANAGEMENT MATERIAL
This three-day workshop is a tool for your leadership development. It is designed to help you 
create and accomplish your personal best, and to help you lead others to get extraordinary 
things done.

What Will You Learn?

 L To define your role as a manager and 
identify how that role differs from other 
roles you have had.

 L To understand the management challenge 
and the new functions of management.

 L How you can prepare for and embrace the 
forces of change.

 L Ways to get you and your workspace 
organized and get a jump on the next 

crisis.

 L To identify your leadership profile and 
explore ways to use this knowledge to 
improve your success as a manager.

 L Ways to enhance your ability to 
communicate with others in meetings and 
through presentations.

 L How to create an action plan for managing 
your career success.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Achieving personal mastery

 L Analyzing our mental models

 L Achieving a shared vision

 L Team learning

 L Systems thinking

 L Understanding leadership

 L Five Practices

 L Building trust

 L Managing change

 L The four room apartment

 L Time management tips and tricks

 L Managers vs. Leaders

 L Learning and thinking styles

 L Influence strategies

 L Managing relationships

 L A simple problem-solving process

 L Strategic Planning

 L Doing delegation right

 L Criteria for useful feedback

 L Feedback techniques

 L Mastering your body language

 L Meeting management

 L Pumping up a presentation

 L Personal development
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CONVERSATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Effective leaders understand how powerful an opportunity can be when they can tap into the 
intelligence, wisdom, and innovation present in their workforce. Conversational leadership 
provides the space and infrastructure for knowledge sharing to take place; for employees, 
stakeholders, and the community to be involved in discussing big, important questions; and to 
generate solutions that people within the organization can take action on.

What Will You Learn?

 L To understand the wisdom inherent in 
encouraging conversational leadership

 L The four I’s of conversational leadership 

 L To apply the principles of conversational 

leadership to improve results 

 L How to organize a simple World Café as an 
example of conversational leadership 

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What’s In A Word? 

 L Fundamental Elements

 L The Four-I Model of Organizational 
Conversation 

 L The Conversational Leadership Framework

 L World Café 
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SELF-LEADERSHIP
Self-leadership puts together taking responsibility for our outcomes, setting direction for our 
lives, and having tools to manage priorities. Self-leaders work at all levels of an organization. 
They are front-line workers in every possible role, middle managers, and CEOs. Self-leaders like 
Walt Disney and Wayne Gretzky worked hard to achieve their dreams without using the term 
self-leadership. However, they have clearly demonstrated that being in control of their behavior 
and results, focus, practice, and learning were necessary to achieve their goals. 

Self-leadership requires a commitment from individuals to decide what they want from life 
and to do what’s necessary to get the results they want. This one-day workshop will help 
participants internalize the four pillars of self-leadership and to make meaningful, empowered 
choices while taking action to get where they want to go. 

What Will YouLearn?

 L What self-leadership is and what it means 
on an individual level

 L To assume responsibility for your results 
by understanding who you are, what you 
want, and how to reach your goals

 L The four pillars of self-leadership

 L Techniques related to adjusting to change, 
cultivating optimism, and developing 
good habits to build self-leadership

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is self-leadership?

 L Knowing who you are

 L Change management

 L Knowing what you do

 L Motivation for optimists

 L Using what you know
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WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP: OWNING YOUR STRENGTHS AND SKILLS
Women have a long-standing history in the workforce, in all roles from front-line worker to 
visionary founder, influential behind-the-scenes patron to front-and-center CEO. As women, 
however, what are the influences, barriers and benefits to our leadership? Do we use or even 
acknowledge our strengths and skills?

This is a time of great change in the workforce, in part because of the increase in numbers 
and influence of women in the workplace. Flex time, daycare and caregiver support, and 
telecommuting are a few examples of workplace initiatives that benefit everyone, but evolved 
primarily due to the roles and influence of women who are often juggling multiple home, 
workplace, and community responsibilities. However, there are some areas in which women 
could still be more visible and vocal.

This one-day course will explore the history of women in the workforce and offer personal 
opportunities for exploration, identification, and development of leadership strengths and 
skills.

What Will You Learn?

 L A brief history and evolution of women and 
leadership

 L To recognize barriers to women’s 
leadership and how to handle them

 L How to use barriers to create benefits

 L To understand Social and Emotional 
Intelligence and its importance in 
workplace leadership

 L To understand the importance of Self-

Awareness in identifying and owning your 
own strengths and skills

 L How to develop a basic vision and brand 
for your leadership

 L The essential leadership skills for women

 L To examine steps and skills to good 
decision-making

 L How to create your own Workplace 
Philosophy Statement and Action Plan 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Women and the Workforce

 L Barriers and Benefits to Women’s 
Leadership

 L Social and Emotional Intelligence

 L Self-Awareness

 L Developing Leadership Awareness and 
Brand

 L Leadership Skills

 L Making Good Decisions

 L Creating Your Workplace Philosophy

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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CRITICAL THINKING
In today’s society, many people experience information overload. We are bombarded with 
messages to believe various ideas, purchase things, support causes, and lead our lifestyle in 
a particular way. How do you know what to believe? How do you separate the truth from the 
myths?

The answer lies in critical thinking skills. The ability to clearly reason through problems and to 
present arguments in a logical, compelling way has become a key skill for survival in today’s 
world. This two-day workshop will give you some practical tools and hands-on experience with 
critical thinking and problem solving.

What Will You Learn?

 L To understand critical and non-critical 
thinking

 L To identify your critical thinking 
style(s), including areas of strength and 
improvement

 L To understand other thinking styles, 
including left/right brain thinking and 
whole-brain thinking

 L How to work through the critical thinking 
process to build or analyze arguments

 L To develop  and evaluate explanations

 L Ways to improve key critical thinking skills

 L How to use analytical thought systems and 
creative thinking techniques

 L How to prepare and present powerful 
arguments

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator  L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Understanding critical thinking

 L Where do other types of thinking fit in? 
(including whole-brain and left and right 
brain)

 L Pitfalls to reasoned decision making

 L The critical thinking process

 L A critical thinker’s skill set

 L Creating explanations

 L Dealing with assumptions

 L Common sense

 L Critical and creative thought systems

 L Plenty of hands-on case studies
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Emotional intelligence, also called EQ, is the ability to be aware of and to manage emotions 
and relationships. It’s a pivotal factor in personal and professional success. IQ will get you in the 
door, but it is your EQ, your ability to connect with others and manage the emotions of yourself 
and others, that will determine how successful you are in life.

We have all worked with and listened to brilliant people. Some of them were great and… well, 
some were not so great. The mean and the meek and all those in between can teach us more 
than they realize. When we look at the truly extraordinary people who inspire and make a 
difference you will see that they do this by connecting with people at a personal and emotional 
level. What differentiated them was not their IQ but their EQ – their emotional intelligence. 
This one-day workshop will help you develop your emotional intelligence.

What Will YouLearn?

 L What emotional intelligence means

 L To recognize how our emotional health 
and physical health are related

 L Techniques to understand, use, and 
appreciate the role of emotional 
intelligence in the workplace

 L How to manage different emotions

 L How to create a personal vision statement

 L The difference between optimism and 
pessimism

 L How to validate emotions in others

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L History of emotional intelligence

 L Emotional intelligence defined

 L EI blueprint

 L Optimism

 L Validating emotions in others

 L Understanding emotions

 L Setting your personal vision
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PROBLEM SOLVING & DECISION MAKING
We make decisions and solve problems continually. We start making decisions before we even 
get out of bed (shall I get up now or not?). Sometimes, we will make as many as 50 decisions 
by the time we leave for work. Despite all the natural decision making that goes on and the 
problem solving we do, some people are very uncomfortable with having to make decisions. 
You may know someone who has a hard time making decisions about what to eat, never mind 
the internal wrestling they go through in order to take on major decisions at work. Likewise, 
we have probably all looked at a solution to something and said, “I could have thought of that.” 
The key to finding creative solutions is not just creativity, although that will certainly help. The 
answer rests in our ability to identify options, research them, and then put things together in a 
way that works. Having a process to work through can take the anxiety out of problem solving 
and make decisions easier. That is what this two-day workshop is all about.

What Will Students Learn?

 L How to apply problem-solving steps and 
tools

 L How to analyze information to clearly 
describe problems

 L How to identify appropriate solutions

 L Ways to think creatively and be a 
contributing member of a problem-solving 

team

 L How to select the best approach for 
making decisions

 L How to create a plan for implementing, 
evaluating, and following up on decisions

 L Ways to avoid common decision-making 
mistakes

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Problem-solving definitions

 L Making decisions

 L Problem solving model and toolkit

 L Getting into It

 L SWOT Analysis

 L Making good group decisions

 L Analyzing and selecting solutions

 L Planning and organizing

 L Many hands-on case studies and exercises
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CYBERSECURITY 1: FUNDAMENTALS FOR EMPLOYEES
Cyberattacks are increasing at an alarming rate. Radware reported that there were 2.3 billion 
data breaches in 2018 – almost three times more than the year before – which cost companies 
about $600 billion. Most companies have installed firewalls and other cyber defenses to stop 
cyberattacks, but they are not foolproof. In fact, one of the key risk factors in cyberattacks is 
human error. A recent Intel Security survey found that 97 percent of people could not identify 
all the phishing emails in a sample of 10 emails. 

The need for training of non-IT staff is critically important. This one-day course will ensure that 
staff gain an appreciation of company-wide measures to protect against cyberattacks and their 
own role in the success of these defense measures. Most importantly, it will help staff recognize 
phishing attacks, and when a cyberattack has been successful, understand what steps to take 
to mitigate the effect. The importance of practicing safe social media behavior to prevent 
cyber criminals from mining sensitive personal and company data will also be discussed. In the 
capstone activity each participant will create a personal cybersecurity plan

What Will Students Learn?

 L To understand the history and the current 
state of cyberattacks in terms of quantity 
and cost to business

 L The methods used in various types of 
cyberattacks

 L The risk of human error in inadvertently 
contributing to the success of cyberattacks

 L To have an appreciation of company-wide 
measures to protect against cyberattacks 
and their role in the success of these 
defense measures

 L The importance of a company culture that 
focuses on cybersecurity to successfully 
defend against attacks

 L How to practice safe social media behavior

 L What information is information needed in 
a social media security policy

 L To understand and practice good security 
behaviors when working remotely or 
travelling.

 L To recognize phishing attacks by 
identifying the subtle clues that are 
present in all phishing attacks.

 L What steps to take to mitigate the effects  
of a successful cyberattack 

 L How to create a personal cybersecurity 
plan. 

What Topics are Covered?

 L The state of cybercrime

 L Types of cyberattacks

 L Role of human error

 L What can a company do?

 L Best practices for remote or travelling 
employees

 L Scenarios

 L Cyberattacks on individuals

 L Recognizing phishing attacks

 L What can a person do?

 L Creating a personal cybersecurity plan

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISOR TRAININGS
Effective training is essential to providing new and experienced managers and supervisors 
with the tools they need to respond lawfully and consistently to situations in the workplace.

Additionally,  supervisors should receive training on conducting  performance reviews, 
coaching, mentoring and motivating their team members, leading effective meetings,  
delegating tasks, and disciplining employees.

Onebridge offers the following Management and Supervisor trainings:

 L Business Leadership: Becoming 
Management Material

 L Change Management: Change and How to 
Deal with It

 L Coaching: A Leadership Skill

 L Conducting Effective Performance 
Reviews

 L Meeting Management: The Art of Making 

Meetings Work

 L Motivation Training: Motivating Your 
Workforce

 L Performance Management: Managing 
Employee Performance

 L The ABC’s of Supervising Others

 L The Art of Delegating Effectively

 L The Professional Supervisor
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BUSINESS LEADERSHIP: BECOMING MANAGEMENT MATERIAL
This three-day workshop is a tool for your leadership development. It is designed to help you 
create and accomplish your personal best, and to help you lead others to get extraordinary 
things done.

What Will You Learn?

 L To define your role as a manager and 
identify how that role differs from other 
roles you have had.

 L To understand the management challenge 
and the new functions of management.

 L How you can prepare for and embrace the 
forces of change.

 L To identify ways to get you and your 
workspace organized and get a jump on 

the next crisis.

 L To identify your leadership profile and 
explore ways to use this knowledge to 
improve your success as a manager.

 L How to enhance your ability to 
communicate with others in meetings and 
through presentations.

 L How to create an action plan for managing 
your career success.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Achieving personal mastery

 L Analyzing our mental models

 L Achieving a shared vision

 L Team learning

 L Systems thinking

 L Understanding leadership

 L Five Practices

 L Building trust

 L Managing change

 L Time management tips and tricks

 L Managers vs. Leaders

 L Learning and thinking styles

 L Influence strategies

 L Managing relationships

 L A simple problem-solving process

 L Strategic Planning

 L Doing delegation right

 L Criteria for useful feedback

 L Feedback techniques

 L Mastering your body language

 L Meeting management

 L Pumping up a presentation

 L Personal development
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT: CHANGE AND HOW TO DEAL WITH IT
No matter if you are the boss or just a foot soldier, change affects everyone. In dealing with 
change, people must address their own thoughts, feeling and behaviors first to be able to go 
through a change. 

There are loads of books and training programs addressing organizational change. This 
training program focuses on what it actually feels like during a workplace change or a personal 
change. It provides you with a logical framework to assist you in gaining perspective on the 
change situation you are facing and its impact and helping you develop insight that will guide 
you through the transition. 

The goal of this one day program is to help you take responsibility for how you react and 
respond to a change by giving you a set of tools and techniques of self-awareness and 
assessment to light up the curves and sometimes bumpy ride on your road to change

What Will YouLearn?

 L To understand how it feels during a 
change situation

 L To understand and follow a six step 

process to help you take responsibility for 
how you react and respond to change

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L  The 5 key principles of change

 LReadiness for change

 LThe change curve

 LThe link between change and memory

 LStep 1  - Loss to safety

 LStep 2  - Doubt to reality

 LStep 3  - Discomfort to motivation

 LStep 4  - Discovery to perspective

 LStep 5  - Recognizing the benefits of the 
change

 LStep 6 Experiencing integration after 
the change
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COACHING: A LEADERSHIP SKILL
Coach, Mentor, Role Model, Supporter, Guide... do these words ring a bell? Being a coach 
involves being able to draw from several disciplines. Coaching is based on a partnership that 
involves giving both support and challenging opportunities to employees. Mentorship is a 
related skill that is often a part of coaching. It’s about being a guide, offering wisdom and 
advice when it is needed. 

Knowing how and when to coach (and when to use other tools, like mentoring) is an essential 
skill that can benefit both you and your organization. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How coaching can be used to develop your 
team

 L How to develop the coaching and 
mentoring skills that help improve 
individual performance

 L To demonstrate the behaviors and 

practices of an effective coach

 L To recognize employees’ strengths and 
give them the feedback they need to 
succeed

 L To identify employee problems and ways 
you can help to correct them

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining coaching and mentoring

 L Coaching assessment review 

 L Interpersonal communication skills

 L Critical coaching skills

 L Setting goals with SPIRIT 

 L Learning styles and principles

 L The benefits/consequences matrix

 L Skills involved in coaching

 L The coaching model

 L Giving effective feedback

 L Coaching problems and solutions
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT: CHANGE AND HOW TO DEAL WITH IT
No matter if you are the boss or just a foot soldier, change affects everyone. In dealing with 
change, people must address their own thoughts, feeling and behaviors first to be able to go 
through a change. 

There are loads of books and training programs addressing organizational change. This 
training program focuses on what it actually feels like during a workplace change or a personal 
change. It provides you with a logical framework to assist you in gaining perspective on the 
change situation you are facing and its impact and helping you develop insight that will guide 
you through the transition. 

The goal of this one day program is to help you take responsibility for how you react and 
respond to a change by giving you a set of tools and techniques of self-awareness and 
assessment to light up the curves and sometimes bumpy ride on your road to change

What Will YouLearn?

 L To understand how it feels during a 
change situation

 L To understand and follow a six step 

process to help you take responsibility for 
how you react and respond to change

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L  The 5 key principles of change

 L Readiness for change

 L The change curve

 L The link between change and memory

 L Step 1  - Loss to safety

 L Step 2  - Doubt to reality

 L Step 3  - Discomfort to motivation

 L Step 4  - Discovery to perspective

 L Step 5  - Recognizing the benefits of the 
change

 L Step 6 Experiencing integration after the 
change
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COACHING: A LEADERSHIP SKILL
Coach, Mentor, Role Model, Supporter, Guide... do these words ring a bell? Being a coach 
involves being able to draw from several disciplines. Coaching is based on a partnership that 
involves giving both support and challenging opportunities to employees. Mentorship is a 
related skill that is often a part of coaching. It’s about being a guide, offering wisdom and 
advice when it is needed. 

Knowing how and when to coach (and when to use other tools, like mentoring) is an essential 
skill that can benefit both you and your organization. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How coaching can be used to develop your 
team

 L How to develop the coaching and 
mentoring skills that help improve 
individual performance

 L To demonstrate the behaviors and 

practices of an effective coach

 L To recognize employees’ strengths and 
give them the feedback they need to 
succeed

 L To identify employee problems and ways 
you can help to correct them

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining coaching and mentoring

 L Coaching assessment review 

 L Interpersonal communication skills

 L Critical coaching skills

 L Setting goals with SPIRIT 

 L Learning styles and principles

 L The benefits/consequences matrix

 L Skills involved in coaching

 L The coaching model

 L Giving effective feedback

 L Coaching problems and solutions
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CONDUCTING EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
Performance reviews are an essential component of employee development. The performance 
review meeting is an important aspect of career planning, and the outcomes of the meeting 
should be known to the employee and supervisor before the meeting actually takes place.

Setting goals and objectives to aim for will give both supervisors and employees a focus, and is 
one of the key aspects to meeting overall company objectives. Supervisors must also learn how 
to give feedback, both positive and negative, on a regular and timely basis so that employees 
can grow and develop. Performance appraisals involve all these activities.

What Will You Learn?

 L The importance of having a performance 
review process for employees.

 L How to work with employees to set 
performance standards and goals.

 L Skills for observing, giving feedback, 

listening, and asking questions.

 L How to plan and conduct an effective 
interview.

 L How to make the performance review 
legally defensible.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

What Topics are Covered?

 L Common errors and solutions  L Types of performance reviews

 L The performance management process

 L Setting standards and goals

 L Creating a performance development plan

 L Feedback and communication skills

 L Accepting criticism

 L Appraisal preparation

 L Planning and conducting the interview

 L Coaching and maintaining performance

 L Terminating an employee

 L Performance management checklists
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MEETING MANAGEMENT: THE ART OF MAKING MEETINGS WORK
Meetings come in all shapes and sizes, from the convention to a quick huddle in an office 
hallway. This one-day workshop will be concerned with small working meetings; with groups 
that have a job to do requiring the energy, commitment, and talents of those who participate. 

Members of such a group want to get some kind of result out of their time together: solving 
problems, brainstorming, or simply sharing information. At its best, such a group knows what it 
is about, and knows and utilizes the strengths of individual members.

What Will You Learn?

 L The  value of meetings as a management 
tool

 L To recognize the the critical planning step 
that makes meeting time more effective

 L To identify process tools that can help 

create an open and safe forum for 
discussion

 L To develop and practice techniques for 
handling counterproductive behaviors

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L The basics for effective meetings

 L The best and worst of meetings

 L Holding productive meetings

 L Preparing for meetings

 L Setting the place

 L Leading a meeting

 L Process and content

 L How to control a meeting

 L A plan for success
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MOTIVATION TRAINING: MOTIVATING YOUR WORKFORCE
It’s no secret that employees who feel they are valued and recognized for the work they do are 
more motivated, responsible, and productive. This one-day workshop will help supervisors and 
managers create a more dynamic, loyal, and energized workplace. It is designed specifically 
to help busy managers and supervisors understand what employees want, and to give them a 
starting point for creating champions.

What Will You Learn?

 L To identify what motivation is

 L To understand and apply common 
motivational theories

 L To use different kinds of motivators 

 L How to create a motivational climate 

 L How to design a motivating job

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is motivation?

 L Supervising and motivation

 L Motivational theories

 L Setting goals

 L The role of values

 L Creating a motivational climate

 L Applying your skills

 L Designing motivating jobs
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT: MANAGING EMPLOYEE PERFOR-
MANCE
Inspiring someone to be their best is no easy task. Just how do you manage for optimum 
performance? How do you create a motivating environment that encourages people to go 
beyond their best? This one-day workshop will give you some of those skills.

What Will You Learn?

 L The role of goal setting in performance 
management.

 L Tools to help your employees set and 
achieve goals.

 L A three-phase model that will help you 

prepare employees for peak performance, 
activate their inner motivation, and 
evaluate their skills.

 L Motivational tools and techniques.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L The shared management model 

 L Setting goals 

 L Phase I (Preparation)

 L Phase II (Activation)

 L Phase III (Ongoing and Formal Evaluation)
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THE ABC’S OF SUPERVISING OTHERS
This workshop is for people who are new supervisors or who are interested in a supervisory 
position, as well as those who are team leads or part-time supervisors without a great deal of 
authority

This two-day course is designed to help participants overcome many of the supervisory 
problems that they will encounter as a workplace leader. Dealing with the problems that a new 
supervisor encounters isn’t easy, but it doesn’t have to lead to discouragement.

What Will Students Learn?

 L How to adjust to the supervisor’s role with 
confidence.

 L How to develop your skills in listening, 
asking questions, resolving conflict, and 
giving feedback to employees.

 L To identify key attitudes that you can 
develop to enhance your supervisory skills.

 L Time management and planning 

techniques that help maximize your 
success.

 L How to develop a technique for giving 
instructions that are clear and understood.

 L The importance of developing good 
relationships with employees and peers, so 
you are seen as fair and consistent.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Making the transition

 L Responsibilities of a supervisor

 L Key behaviors and attitudes

 L Setting goals and planning for success

 L Active listening techniques

 L Communication skills

 L Giving feedback and instructions 

 L Orders, requests, and suggestions

 L Managing conflict

 L Managing challenging situations

 L Developing relationships
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THE ART OF DELEGATING EFFECTIVELY
Effective delegation is one of the most valuable skills you can master. It reduces your workload 
and develops employee skills. Delegating prepares employees who work for you to be able 
to handle your responsibilities and simultaneously allows you to advance to other career 
opportunities within your organization.

Delegation is often one of the hardest skills for a manager to master. However, the skill can be 
learned. This one-day workshop will explore many of the facets of delegation, including when 
to delegate and to whom to delegate. We will also go through the delegation process step by 
step and learn about techniques to overcome problems.

What Will You Learn?

 L How delegation fits into your job and how 
it can make you more successful

 L Different ways of delegating tasks

 L How to use an eight-step process for 
effective delegation

 L How to give better instructions for better 

delegation results

 L Common delegation pitfalls and how to 
avoid them

 L Ways to monitor delegation results

 L Techniques for giving effective feedback

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Why delegate? What is delegation?

 L Pre-assignment review

 L Picking the right person

 L The delegation meeting

 L Giving instructions

 L Monitoring delegation

 L Practicing delegation

 L Giving feedback

 L Becoming a good delegator
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THE PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISOR
With a host of new challenges and responsibilities to tackle, new supervisors need training that 
helps them adjust to their new role. Learning how to supervise your new employees on a trial 
and error basis can lead to discouragement. This three-day workshop can help you overcome 
many of the problems a new supervisor may encounter, and to set the groundwork for a 
successful change in your working life!

What Will You Learn?

 L The scope and nature of a supervisory 
position.

 L Ways to deal with the challenges of the 
role.

 L To recognize the responsibilities you have 
as a supervisor, to yourself, your team, and 
your organization.

 L Key techniques to help you plan and 

prioritize effectively.

 L The basics of leadership, team building, 
communication, and motivation, and what 
part they play in effective supervision.

 L How to develop strategies for motivating 
your team, giving feedback, and resolving 
conflict.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Adjusting to your role

 L Action-centered leadership

 L Making plans and setting goals

 L Defining leadership

 L The Situational Leadership Model®

 L What’s your type? How about mine?  

 L Team building tips

 L Communication skills and motivating 
employees

 L Orientation and onboarding

 L Training tips and tricks

 L Providing feedback and doing delegation 
right

 L Dealing with conflict and managing 
discipline issues
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Good communication skills are essential for dealing with conflicts in the workplace.

Conflict is a necessary part of our personal growth and development. However, it becomes an 
issue when the people involved cannot work through it and they become engaged in a battle 
that does not result in growth. 

Successful conflict resolution comes from understanding how we behave, as well as how we 
can influence others. If we approach difficulties as needing to take place in one or a series of 
conversations, and we approach those conversations with a plan, we will find that we have 
less difficult people to deal with. More often than not, we will also have more meaningful and 
significant conversations.

Onebridge offers the following Communication Skills  trainings:

 L Conflict Resolution: Dealing with Difficult 
People

 L Conflict Resolution: Getting Along in the 
Workplace
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION: DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Success in dealing with conflict comes from understanding how we behave, as well as how 
we can influence others. If we approach difficulties as needing to take place in one or a series 
of conversations, and we approach those conversations with a plan, we will find that we have 
less difficult people to deal with. More often than not, we will also have more meaningful 
and significant conversations. In this one-day workshop, you will learn how to turn difficult 
situations into opportunities for growth.

What Will You Learn?

 L To recognize how your own attitudes and 
actions impact others.

 L How to find new and effective techniques 
for dealing with difficult people.

 L Techniques for managing and dealing with 

anger.

 L How to develop coping strategies for 
dealing with difficult people and difficult 
situations.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Conflict as communication

 L Benefits of confrontation 

 L Preventing problems

 L Getting focused

 L Dealing with anger (yours and others)

 L Dealing with problems

 L The three step conflict resolution model 

 L Changing yourself 

 L Why don’t people do what they are 
supposed to?

 L De-stress options to use when things get 
ugly
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION: GETTING ALONG IN THE WORKPLACE
Many people see conflict as a negative experience. In fact, conflict is a necessary part of our 
personal growth and development. Think of when you were trying to choose your major in 
college, for example, or trying to decide between two jobs. However, conflict becomes an issue 
when the people involved cannot work through it. They become engaged in a battle that does 
not result in growth. When this type of conflict arises, negative energy can result, causing hurt 
feelings and damaged relationships. This two-day course will give participants the tools that 
will help you resolve conflict successfully and produce a win-win outcome.

What Will You Learn?

 L What conflict is and how it can escalate.

 L The types of conflict and the stages of 
conflict.

 L The five most common conflict resolution 
styles and when to use them.

 L How to increase positive information 

flow through non-verbal and verbal 
communication skills.

 L Effective techniques for intervention 
strategies.

 L Ways to manage conflicts to enhance 
productivity and performance.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining conflict and types of conflict 

 L Spontaneous and reflective action

 L The Johari window

 L Stages of conflict

 L Conflict resolution style questionnaire

 L The role of communication in conflict 
resolution (including information on 
active listening, paraphrasing, asking 
questions, and body language)

 L The conflict/opportunity test

 L Conflict and its resolution

 L Helping others through conflict
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TIME MANAGEMENT
“Time is money”, the saying goes, but lots of it gets lost in disorganization and disruption. Many 
people find that they flit from one task to another, trying to get everything done; Identifying 
people-, technology- or work-related elements that make us waste our time and implementing 
the right Time Management tools and techniques will help us become more efficient at work, 
reduce stress and enjoy our life more.

Onebridge offers the following Time Management trainings:

 L Time Management: Get Organized for 
Peak Performance

 L Working Smarter
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TIME MANAGEMENT: GET ORGANIZED FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE
Time is money, the saying goes, and lots of it gets lost in disorganization and disruption. We 
also deal with a constant barrage of technology, people, and tasks that can contribute to 
that disorganization. Many people find that they flit from one task to another, trying to get 
everything done, but often falling short. In this one-day workshop, you will learn how to make 
the most of your time by getting a grip on your workflow and office space, using your planner 
effectively, and delegating some of your work to other people.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to better organize yourself and your 
workspace for peak efficiency.

 L The importance of, and the most useful 
techniques for, setting and achieving 
goals.

 L How to plan and schedule your time 
efficiently

 L Techniques for setting priorities and 

making decisions

 L What to delegate and how to delegate 
well.

 L How to take control of things that can 
derail your workplace productivity.

 L How to create order and get organized.

 L How to manage your workload.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What Is Time Management?

 L Setting Goals

 L Planning Tips and Tricks

 L Setting Priorities

 L Making Decisions

 L Delegating

 L Scheduling

 L Putting an End to Procrastination

 L Creating Order

 L Organizing Your Files

 L Managing Your Workload
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WORKING SMARTER
Rudeness in the workplace is increasing to the level that universities are studying it. Everyone 
is busy, everyone is stressed, and most people take it out on their colleagues at one time or 
another. We’ve all been in a situation where we need to print something ASAP and someone 
has left the printer jammed, or we need coffee and the coffee pot is empty. Technology is 
supposed to make life easier and simpler, but most managers find themselves cleaning up the 
messes caused by too many gadgets. This two-day workshop will show you how to leverage 
technology to work smarter, not harder.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to make your workplace a 
technology-friendly place

 L To make the most of computers, 
telephones, instant messaging, e-mail, 
contact management applications,  and 
scheduling software

 L How to communicate better with the IT 
department

 L How to make the best software and 
training choices

 L How to set an IT budget

 L To set expectations and responsibilities for 

security and privacy

 L Ways to keep employees safe and healthy

 L To develop and implement a system usage 
policy

 L To implement policies for dealing with 
company property

 L How to decide whether or not employees 
should telecommute

 L How to make telecommuting work

 L How to deal with workplace rage

 L How to address technological issues

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Making your company a technology-
friendly place

 L Conquering computers

 L Communicating with the IT department

 L Choosing software wisely and technical 
training 

 L Setting an IT budget

 L Security and privacy, including network 
types

 L Ergonomics

 L System usage policies

 L Taking care of company property

 L Time-Saving Tools (including telephone, 
e-mail, and instant messaging)

 L Telecommuting

 L Workplace rage

 L A policies and procedures checklist
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
A company’s customer service is its opportunity to connect with the customer, listen to their 
queries, solve their problems, and show them you care. Executing customer service well allows 
you to connect with your customers. 

People are more connected now than ever, and they share their daily experiences more 
frequently. It’s essential that you leave them amazed with your customer service. An amazed 
customer is a loyal customer, which creates frequent and repeat sales.

Our Customer Service training programs provide the latest customer service tips and tools for 
your business to improve your employee’s skills. We have created our customer service training 
courses to help you create a customer-focused approach and dive into the process of adapting 
the best strategy. This training is for employees who work in a call center environment, sales, 
retail or any business looking to improve their customer service.

Onebridge offers the following Customer Service  trainings:

 L Call Center Training

 L CRM: An Introduction to Customer 
Relationship Management

 L Customer Service Training: Critical 
Elements of Customer Service
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CALL CENTER TRAINING
Whether we choose to embrace them or cannot stand being interrupted by their calls, call 
centers are a business element that is here to stay. This course will help call center agents learn 
to make the most of their telephone-based work, including understanding the best ways to 
listen and be heard. Each phone interaction has elements of sales and customer service skills, 
which we will explore in detail throughout this energizing and practical three-day workshop.

What Will You Learn?

 L The nuances of body language and verbal 
skills.

 L Aspects of verbal communication such as 
tone, cadence, and pitch.

 L Questioning and listening skills

 L Ways of delivering bad news and saying 
no.

 L Effective ways to negotiate.

 L The importance of creating and delivering 

meaningful messages

 L What tools you can use to facilitate 
communication

 L The value of personalizing interactions and 
developing relationships.

 L Vocal techniques that enhance speech 
and communication ability.

 L Techniques for managing stress.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Verbal communication techniques

 L Who are your customers?

 L Listening skills

 L Asking the right questions and saying no

 L Taking messages and using voice mail 
effectively

 L Vocal exercises

 L Cold and warm calls, including developing 
a script

 L Going above and beyond and high impact 
moments

 L Handling objections and closing the sale

 L Negotiation techniques 

 L Tips for challenging callers

 L Phone tag and getting the call back

 L Stress busting

 L Call center trends
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CRM: AN INTRODUCTION TO CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
As with many significant undertakings, undergoing a CRM review (even simply considering 
its implementation) requires learners to analyze technical and complicated systems. This one 
day course sorts through a myriad of information and brings you the basics you need to make 
a decision about the need for CRM, its benefits, and how to coordinate the base requirements 
for a CRM undertaking.

What Will You Learn?

 L The terms and benefits of CRM on a 
company’s bottom line

 L How to analyze the different components 
of a CRM plan

 L How to develop a checklist for readiness 

and success in CRM

 L How CRM creates value for organizations 
and customers

 L Which developmental roles that have the 
greatest impact on CRM

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What CRM is and who it serves

 L Checklist for success

 L Requirement driven product selection

 L Considerations in tool selection

 L Strategies for customer retention

 L Building the future

 L Homegrown vs. application service 
provider

 L The development team

 L Evaluating and reviewing your program
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CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING: CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF CUSTOMER 
SERVICE
While many companies promise to deliver an incredible customer experience, some are better 
at supplying this than others. This two-day course is designed around six critical elements 
of customer service that, when a company truly embraces them, bring customers back to 
experience service that outdoes the competition.

What Will You Learn?

 L What a customer service approach 
includes

 L How your own behavior affects the 
behavior of others

 L To demonstrate confidence and skill as a 

problem solver

 L To apply techniques to deal with difficult 
customers

 L How to provide excellent customer service 

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What is customer service? Who are your 
customers? 

 L Meeting expectations

 L Setting goals

 L Communication skills and telephone 
techniques

 L Dealing with difficult customers and 
people

 L Dealing with challenges assertively

 L Dealing with stress 

 L Conducting a reflection

 L The first critical element: A focus on 
customer service 

 L The second critical element: Procedures

 L The third critical element: Culture

 L The fourth critical element: Problem 
solving

 L The fifth critical element: Measurement

 L The sixth critical element: Reinforcement
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PRESENTATION SKILLS
If your job entails making presentations on a regular basis, then this course is for you. With this 
course, you will become more efficient and proficient with the skills of presenting to others.

Whether your role is trainer, team leader, project manager,  meeting facilitator, speaker, or 
seminar discussion leader, effective presentation skills are a must to connect and engage with 
your audience.

A great presenter has two notable qualities: appropriate skills and personal confidence. 
Confidence comes from knowing what you want to say and being comfortable with your 
communication skills. 

Onebridge offers the following Presentation Skills  trainings:

 L Presentation Survival School

 L Public Speaking: Speaking Under Pressure

 L SpeakEasy: Conquering Your Fear of 
Speaking in Public
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PRESENTATION SURVIVAL SCHOOL
A great presenter has two notable qualities: appropriate skills and personal confidence. 
Confidence comes from knowing what you want to say and being comfortable with your 
communication skills. In this two-day workshop, you will master the skills that will make you a 
better speaker and presenter.

What Will YouLearn?

 L How to establish rapport with your 
audience

 L Techniques to reduce nervousness and 
fear

 L To understand your strengths as a 
presenter and how to appeal to different 
types of people

 L How visual aids can create impact and 

attention

 L How to develop techniques to create a 
professional presence

 L Different ways to prepare and organize 
information

 L How to prepare, practice, and deliver a 
short presentation

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Communication skills

 L Personality types

 L Positive self-talk, rapport, and body 
language

 L Maximizing meetings

 L Managing sticky situations

 L Overcoming nervousness

 L The five S’s

 L Writing and planning a presentation

 L Audience profile 

 L Your speaking voice

 L Add punch to your presentation
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What Will Students Learn?

 L To apply quick and easy preparation 
methods that will work whether you have 
one minute or one week to prepare.

 L To prepare for questions, even before you 
know what those questions will be.

 L Ways to overcome nervousness when 

speaking in front of a group, particularly if 
the group is not sympathetic to what you 
have to say.

 L To use presentation techniques that 
establish your credibility and get people 
on your side.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of 
completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting started and planning

 L Force field analysis

 L Understanding your audience

 L Controlling your jitters and body 
language

 L Making your listener hear you

 L Key themes and sentences

 L Structuring ideas and organization 
methods

 L Beginnings and endings

 L Expanding a basic plan

 L Many opportunities to practice and 
present!

PUBLIC SPEAKING: SPEAKING UNDER PRESSURE
This workshop has been designed for those in positions where they must speak in front of 
audiences that are hostile or demanding. This material is also suitable for those who are 
relatively new speakers who want some encouragement to speak up in meetings or who want 
some training before they begin making presentations on behalf of the organization. Speaking 
under pressure, or thinking on your feet, means being able to quickly organize your thoughts 
and ideas, and then being able to convey them meaningfully to your audience to modify their 
attitudes or behavior. It applies to formal speeches as well as everyday business situations. This 
two-day course is aimed at improving your skills and learning some new techniques which will 
give you the persuasive edge when you are making a presentation, fielding difficult questions, 
or presenting complex information
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SPEAKEASY: CONQUERING YOUR FEAR OF SPEAKING IN PUBLIC
Do you get nervous when making presentations at company meetings? Do you find it hard 
to make conversation at gatherings and social events? Do you lock up in awkward social 
situations? If so, this one-day workshop is just for you! It is aimed at anybody who wants to 
improve their speaking skills in informal situations. We will give you the confidence and the 
skills to interact with others, to speak in informal situations, and to make presentations in front 
of small groups.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to speak with more confidence in 
one-on-one conversations 

 L How to feel more confident speaking 
socially or in small groups such as 

meetings

 L How to practice developing these skills in a 
safe and supportive setting

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Good communication skills

 L Interpersonal skills

 L Getting comfortable in conversation

 L Practicing dialogue

 L Redesigning yourself for strength

 L Professionalism

 L Maximizing meetings

 L Sticky situations

 L Controlling nervousness
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WRITING SKILLS 
Communication skills are vital to success in business, whether you are creating an email, 
writing a report, or creating a proposal. It is more  difficult to encourage  employees to be 
productive, customers to buy your product or service, or the government to leave you alone if 
you cannot communicate well.

Communication can take many forms, such as video, speaking, phone calls, illustration, texting, 
email, signage, advertising, blogging, publicity and others. Doing any of these well requires 
good writing skills.

Why? Because good writing is fundamentally good thinking that follows a logical path and is 
easy for someone to follow. Writing out what you want to communicate forces you to organize 
your thoughts.

Of course, good writing is more than logic in action. It also must touch the reader, listener 
or viewer emotionally. Otherwise, it won’t connect or lead to the behavior you are seeking to 
create.

Onebridge offers the following Writing Skills trainings:

 L Advanced Writing Skills

 L Business Writing that Works

 L Writing Reports and Proposals
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BUSINESS WRITING THAT WORKS
We all know what good writing is. It’s the novel we can’t put down, the poem we never forgot, 
and the speech that changes the way we look at the world. Good writing is the memo that 
gets action and the letter that says what a phone call can’t.

In business writing, the language is concrete, the point of view is clear, and the points are well 
expressed. Good writing is hard work, and even the best writers get discouraged. However, 
with practice you can feel more confident about your own writing. This two-day workshop will 
give you the tools to become a better writer 

What Will You Learn?

 L The value of good written communication.

 L How to write and proofread your work so it 
is clear, concise, complete, and correct.

 L How to apply these skills in real world 

situations.

 L The proper format for memos, letters, and 
e-mails.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L The four C’s: clear, concise, complete, and 
correct

 L Word agreement

 L Active and passive voice

 L Sentences and sentence types

 L Readability index

 L Manners and courtesy

 L Practical and inclusive language

 L Sentence construction and punctuation

 L Writing business letters, memos, and 
e-mails

 L Spelling and proofreading

 L Reviewing your writing
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What Will You Learn?

 L To make your writing clear, complete, 
concise, and correct.

 L To improve sentence construction and 
paragraph development.

 L To  deal with specific business requests.

 L To create effective business cases, 
proposals, and reports.

 L To thoroughly document sources that you 
use in your writing.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L The Cs of writing

 L Writing mechanics

 L Dealing with specific requests

 L Preparing business documents

 L Online Business Communications

 L Editing techniques

ADVANCED WRITING SKILLS
This is a one-day workshop for those who already are good writers. Our time will be devoted 
to writing letters of recommendation, of persuasion, of refusal, or of action, that reflect current 
word usage and up-to-date formats. You can also learn some basics about writing business 
cases, proposals, and reports. 

You should complete Business Writing That Works before taking this workshop.
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WRITING REPORTS AND PROPOSALS
It is essential to understand how to write reports and proposals that get read. We write reports 
in a range of formats and a variety of purposes. Whether you need to report on a product 
analysis, inventory, feasibility studies, or something else, report writing is a skill you will use 
again and again. Having a method to prepare these documents will help you be as efficient 
as possible with the task. This course will build on a solid base of writing skills to present 
information in formal, informal, and proposal styles. 

Participants should complete the Business Writing That Works course before taking this 
workshop.

What Will You Learn?

 L To prepare reports and proposals that 
inform, persuade, and provide information. 

 L To review your work so that it is clear, 

concise, complete, and correct.

 L How to apply these skills in real work 
applications.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L The stages of report writing (investigating, 
planning, writing, and revising)

 L Using headings, charts, and graphs

 L The parts of a proposal

 L Persuasion, designing a message, and 
tough questions

 L Giving credit
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Companies have to respond quickly to change in order to meet customer requirements and 
to get the most out of resources when they are under pressure. As an expert project manager, 
you can help your company fight these challenges by creating reliable, repeatable practices 
that minimize risk, cut waste, and offer an economic advantage.

Implementing effective project management is a necessity to successfully manage projects 
from the design phase through scheduling, budgeting, implementation,  and project 
completion. It has become vital to be trained in project management.

Being a trained project manager can be easily learned with the online project management-
training courses from the Onebridge Center. Our courses are intended to teach you the 
essentials of project management, advanced level project management, and how to design 
and execute monitoring and evaluating systems. With hard work and training, you will soon 
become well-versed in project management methodologies and better understand how to 
manage your time and available resources to complete a project successfully. Enroll now and 
be sure that the excellence and objectives of your organization’s projects are met on time and 
within the available budget.

Onebridge offers the following Project Management trainings:

 L Advanced Project Management

 L Intermediate Project Management

 L Project Management Fundamentals

 L Understanding Project Management

 L Project Management For Small Projects
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ADVANCED PROJECT MANAGEMENT
It’s easy to forget the “manager” part of your “project manager” title among the other range 
of activities you are responsible for. However, your management skills are an important part of 
your success as a project manager, so it is crucial that you grow both of those skill sets. There 
are also some advanced project management techniques that you can master to help bring 
your projects to successful completion.

This workshop presumes that participants have a thorough understanding of project 
management, including topics such as preparing a statement of work, setting project goals, 
scheduling, budgeting, managing project risks, and executing a project

What Will You Learn?

 L To think critically when choosing a project 
team

 L To make the best of an assigned project 
team

 L To help teams move through various 
stages to become a high-functioning unit

 L To maximize productivity at team 
meetings

 L To reward and motivate your team

 L To develop and execute a communication 
plan

 L To communicate with sponsors and 
executives more effectively

 L To identify strategies for working with 
problem team members

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator  L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Choosing the project team

 L Building a winning team

 L Managing team meetings

 L Easy ways to reward your team

 L Developing a communication plan

 L Communicating with sponsors and 
executives

 L Dealing with problem team members
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What Will You Learn?

 L To identify your project’s tasks and 
resources

 L How to order tasks using the Work 
Breakdown Structure

 L How to schedule tasks effectively

 L How to use basic planning tools such as a 
Gantt chart, PERT diagram, and network 
diagram

 L How to prepare a project budget

 L How to modify the project budget and 
schedule to meet targets

 L To identify and manage risks

 L To prepare a final project plan

 L To execute and terminate a project

 L To develop and manage a change control 
process

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What really needs to be done?

 L The Work Breakdown Structure

 L Scheduling techniques (including 
Gantt charts, network diagrams, flow 
charts, and PERT diagrams)

 L Budgeting tips and tricks

 L Assessing project risks

 L Preparing the final plan

 L Making it fit

 L The execution phase

 L Controlling changes 

 L Closing out a project

INTERMEDIATE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management is not just restricted to certain industries, or to individuals with 
certification as a project manager. Lots of us are expected to complete assignments that are 
not a usual part of our job, and to get the job done well, within our budget, and on time. 

This workshop is intended for participants who understand the conceptual phase of a project’s 
life cycle, including setting goals, creating a vision statement, and creating the Statement 
of Work. This course will take participants through the remaining three stages: planning, 
execution, and termination.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS
Project management isn’t just for construction engineers and military logistics experts 
anymore. Today, in addition to the regular duties of your job, you are often expected to take on 
extra assignments, and to get that additional job done well, done under budget, and done on 
time. 

This one-day workshop is not intended to take participants from a supervisory or 
administrative position to that of a project manager. However, these topics will familiarize 
them with the most common terms and practices in terms of working on projects.

What Will You Learn?

 L What is meant by a project

 L What project management means

 L The benefits of projects

 L The phases of a project’s life cycle

 L How to sell ideas and make presentations 
related to pitching a project

 L How to prioritize projects

 L How to begin conceptualizing your project, 
including goals and vision statements

 L To use project planning tools

 L How to create a Statement of Work

 L

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining projects and project 
management

 L The role of a project manager

 L How can projects help me?

 L A project’s life cycle

 L Selling a project

 L Creating a vision

 L Project goals

 L Using a target chart

 L Preparing your project

 L Laying out the project
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What Will You Learn?

 L What is meant by a project.

 L The steps that must be taken to complete 
projects on time and on budget.

 L To sell ideas and make presentations.

 L Simple techniques and tools for planning 
and tracking your project.

 L Methods for keeping the team focused 
and motivated.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L What a project is

 L Project management basics

 L How projects can help you

 L A project’s life cycle

 L Selling and preparing a project

 L The role of a project manager

 L Project goals

 L Laying out a project

 L Project risks and contingency 
planning

 L The work breakdown structure

 L Planning tools and budgets

 L Teamwork and development

 L Communication

 L Closing out a project

 L Team meetings

 L Project presentations

UNDERSTANDING PROJECT MANAGEMENT
In this three-day workshop, we will walk you through the nuts and bolts of project 
management, from setting priorities to controlling expenses and reporting on the results. You 
may still have to cope with the unexpected, but you’ll be better prepared.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR SMALL PROJECTS
Project management is no longer only for mega projects worth hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. Small projects can benefit from project management tools. These time tested tools 
can help you to get that small project done well, done under budget, and done on time. This 
workshop is not intended for those looking to be certified as project managers but rather for 
those who complete projects at work from time to time. 

In this course, you will gain experience using the most common project management 
execution tools from Project Tracking Forms, Risk Monitoring Tables to Communications Plans, 
Change Request Forms, Issues Logs and Lessons Learned Forms. Your small projects will be 
more successful than ever!

What Will You Learn?

 L What is meant by a project

 L The elements of  a Project Life Cycle and 
how to compare project plans for common 
elements

 L How to use simple tools to keep your 
project on track and on task while 
identifying risks

 L How to develop a simple small project 

 L communications plan.

 L To understand simple tools to manage 
change and issues in your small project.

 L How to conduct an effective status 
meeting

 L  How to close out a project and determine 
lessons learned.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Course Overview

 L Project Management Review

 L Executing the Plan

 L Communications Plan

 L Changes and Project Tracking

 L Status Meetings and Issues Management

 L Closing the Project

 L Workshop Wrap-Up
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SALES TRAINING 
Sales is the lifeblood of any business. A well trained sales team member can increase sales and 
build relationships and provide big returns for organizations. Sales training can enhance your 
team’s connection with potential customers which is necessary to gain customer loyalty. In 
these sales courses you learn the skills critical to building and maintaining relationships and 
preparing and delivering successful sales presentations for a win-win. 

Onebridge offers the following Sales trainings:

 L Building Relationships for Success in Sales

 L Dynamite Sales Presentations

 L 10-Minute Presentations
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS FOR SUCCESS IN SALES
No one questions that making friends is a good thing. In this one-day workshop, you are 
going to discover that the business of business is making friends, and the business of all sales 
professionals is making friends and building relationships. Strategic friendships will make or 
break any business, no matter how big and no matter what kind of market.

What Will You Learn?

 L The benefits of developing a support 
network of connections.

 L How building relationships can help you 
develop your business base.

 L How to apply communication techniques 
to build your network.

 L The key elements in strong working 
relationships, and how to put more of 
these elements in working relationships.

 L To recognize key interpersonal skills and 
how to use them.

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Focusing on your customer

 L What influences people in forming 
relationships?

 L Disclosure

 L How to win friends and influence people

 L Communication skills for relationship 
selling

 L Non-verbal messages

 L Managing the mingling

 L The handshake

 L Small talk and networking
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What Will You Learn?

 L The key elements of a quality proposal

 L To perfect your first impression, including 
your dress and your handshake

 L To feel more comfortable and professional 

in face-to-face presentations

 L To write a winning proposal

 L To feel more comfortable and professional 
in face-to-face presentations

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting down to business

 L Writing your proposal

 L Getting thoughts on paper

 L Proposal formats

 L Expert editing tips 

 L The handshake

 L Getting ready for your presentation

 L Elements of a successful presentation 

 L Dressing appropriately

 L Presentations

DYNAMITE SALES PRESENTATIONS
A great sales presentation does not demand that you have all the bells and whistles to impress 
the client with your technical skills. Rather, try impressing your clients with your knowledge of 
the products and services you sell and your understanding of their problems and the solutions 
they need. This one-day workshop will show you how to create a winning proposal and how to 
turn it into a dynamite sales presentation.
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10-MINUTE PRESENTATIONS
Presentations, whether in person or via video interface, remain a primary means of building 
business relationships and partnerships that will sustain and grow your company. In the filled 
calendars of busy customers and investors, time is literally money. In 10-Minute Presentations, 
you will learn how to craft and polish an engaging, professional presentation that shares your 
message and call to action swiftly and clearly. This will maximize your impact, conversions and 
productivity.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to know and use essentials of a good 
presentation

 L How to choose platforms that enhance 
your message and reach

 L How to set goals and timelines for your 
presentation

 L How to create engaging narrative from 

outline through final draft

 L How to edit and polish your presentation

 L How to offer and receive peer review

 L How to develop best practices for future 
presentations

 L

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Presentation wish list  L Choosing the right platform

 L Outlines and touchstones

 L Drafting your presentation

 L Polishing your presentation

 L Plan for success
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TEAM WORK & TEAM BUILDING
For most of us, teamwork is a part of everyday life. Whether it’s at home, in the community, 
or at work, we are often expected to be a functional part of a performing team, with our own 
contribution. Having a strong team is at the core of successful companies, from start-ups to 
conglomerates.

Onebridge offers the following Team Work & Team Building trainings:

 L Being a Team Player

 L Building Better Teams

 L Collaboration
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BEING A TEAM PLAYER
Teamwork is essential in any successful organization and to have an effective team, an 
organization must be composed of individuals who pride themselves on being great team 
players. Many of us would consider ourselves to be team players, but are we really? Do we know 
what that takes and what managers consider to be the qualities that make a person a team 
player, or that make a good team player a ‘great’ team player? Everyone brings their own skills 
and strengths to the table; understanding how to use those skills within the context of a team 
is vital to help an organization succeed.

What Will You Learn?

 L The definition of a team player and a non-
team player

 L To know the difference between a team 
player and a non-team player

 L Qualities possessed by a team player

 L To determine what type of team player 
you are and how that functions in your 
workplace

 L What it takes to be a team player

 L The  different types of teams that exist 
within a company

 L What working together as a team looks 
like

 L The different types of workplace teams 
and what types of teams successful 
organizations need

 L To develop strategies to improve 
teamwork 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Being a Team Player

 L Being a Good Team Player

 L Teamwork

 L Why Teamwork Fails

 L Strategies to Improve Teamwork

 L

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L The value of working as a team

 L How to develop team norms, ground rules, 
and team contracts

 L To identify your team player style and how 
it can be used effectively with your own 
team

 L How to Build team trust

 L The stages of team development and how 
to help a team move through them

 L The critical role communication skills 
play in building and maintaining a team 
atmosphere

 L Ways that team members can be involved 
and grow in a team setting

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Defining Teams

 L Establishing Team Norms

 L Working as a Team

 L Your Team Player Type

 L Building Team Trust

 L The Stages of Team Development

 L Virtual Teams

 L Communication

 L Becoming a Good Team Player

BUILDING BETTER TEAMS
Teams are an important building block of successful organizations. Whether the focus is on 
service, quality, cost, value, speed, efficiency, performance, or other similar goals, teams are the 
basic unit that supports most organizations. 

With teams at the core of corporate strategy, your success as an organization can often depend 
on how well you and other team members operate together. How are your problem-solving 
skills? Is the team enthusiastic and motivated to do its best? Do you work well together? This 
one-day course can help you get there!
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COLLABORATION
Collaboration is a skill that is utilized with one or more people to produce or create a result 
or shared goal. Everyone in the group has a shared vision or outcome. The group not only 
has to work together, they must think together, and the product comes from group effort. 
Collaborators are equal partners. Do we know what it takes to achieve successful collaboration 
with colleagues? What are the importance and benefits of collaboration in the workplace and 
how can employers create a collaborative environment and reward employees for collaborative 
efforts?

What Will You Learn?

 L The definition of collaboration 

 L To distinguish collaborative qualities 
individuals often possess

 L What it takes to work collaboratively with 
your colleagues

 L The difference between collaboration, 
cooperation and teamwork

 L What a collaborative environment looks 

like 

 L The six steps to make collaboration work

 L The advantages of collaboration

 L Obstacles to collaboration

 L Strategies to improve a collaborative work 
environment

 L How to reward collaboration

 L How technology affects collaboration 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Being Collaborative

 L Elements of Successful Collaboration

 L Benefits of Collaboration

 L Common Obstacles

 L Technology and Collaboration

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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Onebridge offers the following Computer Software trainings:

• Microsoft Word 2016 -Part 1
• Microsoft Word 2016 -Part 2
• Microsoft Word 2016 -Part 3
• Microsoft Word Online
• Microsoft Word 365 - Part 1
• Microsoft Word 365 -Part 2 
• Microsoft Excel 2016 - Part 1
• Microsoft Excel 2016 - Part 2
• Microsoft Excel 2016 - Part 3
• Microsoft Excel 2016 - PowerPivot
• Microsoft Excel 2016 - Visual Basic for Applications
• Microsoft Excel Online
• Microsoft Excel 365 - Part 1
• Microsoft Excel 365 - Part 2
• Microsoft SharePoint 2016  - For Users
• Microsoft SharePoint 2016  -For Site Owners
• Microsoft SharePoint 2016  - For Site 

Administrators
• Microsoft Access 2016 - Part 1
• Microsoft Access 2016 - Part 2
• Microsoft Access 365 - Part 1
• Microsoft Access 365 - Part 2
• Microsoft Outlook 2016 - Part 1
• Microsoft Outlook 2016 - Part 2
• Microsoft Outlook 365 - Part 1
• Microsoft Outlook Online
• Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 - Part 1
• Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 - Part 2
• Microsoft PowerPoint 365 - Part 1
• Microsoft PowerPoint 365 - Part 2
• Microsoft Windows 7  - Foundation
• Microsoft Windows 7  - Intermediate
• Microsoft Windows 7  - Advanced
• Microsoft Windows 7  - Expert

COMPUTER SKILLS
In today’s highly connected world, online communication is an integral part of the workplace. 
There is one essential skill which employers are consistently looking for in potential employees, 
a skill which is increasing in importance every day: 2 words – Computer Skills.

• Microsoft Windows 10 - 
Navigating the Windows 10 
Environment

• Microsoft Windows 10 - Part 1
• Microsoft Windows 10 - Part 2
• Microsoft Windows 10 - May 2019 

Update 
• Microsoft Teams
• Google G Suite Create 
• Google G Suite Connect
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MICROSOFT WORD 2016 - PART 1
This course will introduce students to Microsoft Word’s most important features. Key topics 
include creating a new document, making it look professional and presentable, adding 
graphics, and customizing the Microsoft Word interface. After completing this course, students 
will be ready to use Microsoft Word to efficiently complete daily tasks.

What Will You Learn?

 L The components of the Microsoft Word 
Interface 

 L How to create a basic document

 L How to find help in Microsoft Word

 L How to select, modify, and replace text

 L How to use text and paragraph formatting 
tools

 L How to create, modify, and format tables

 L How to create and manage lists

 L How to insert and format graphics

 L How to use page formatting options

 L How to use the Review Tab options 
to proof documents and make them 
accessible to others

 L How to customize the Microsoft Word 
Interface 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Word

 L Editing a Document

 L Formatting Text and Paragraphs

 L Adding Tables

 L Managing Lists

 L Inserting Graphic Objects

 L Controlling Page Appearance

 L Proofing a Document

 L Customizing the Word Environment

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to work with tables by sorting data, 
controlling cell layout, and performing 
calculations. 

 L How to create and modify charts.

 L How to  create and modify text, list, and 
table styles

 L How to apply and customize document 
themes 

 L How to resize images and adjust image 
appearance

 L How to integrate pictures and text.

 L How to add screenshots and videos to a 
document

 L How to use text boxes, shapes, WordArt, 
and SmartArt

 L How to use insert content using Quick 
Parts

 L  How to set paragraph options, use section 
breaks, format text as columns, and link 
text boxes.

 L How to create, modify, and manage 
templates

 L How to perform a Mail Merge

 L How to create and use a data source for 
merge functions

 L How to automate tasks using macros 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Working with Tables and Charts

 L Customizing Formats Using Styles and 
Themes

 L Using Images in a Document

 L Creating Custom Graphic Elements

 L Inserting Content Using Quick Parts

 L Controlling Text Flow

 L Using Templates

 L Using Mail Merge

 L Using Macros

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WORD 2016 - PART 2
This course is designed to help users who are familiar with Word’s basic features take their 
skills to the next level. The topics covered include using tools like styles, macros, templates, mail 
merge, and building blocks to automate tasks. Students will also learn how to create complex 
documents using tables, charts, and various types of illustrations.
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MICROSOFT WORD 2016 - PART 3
This advanced course is designed to help power users leverage Microsoft Word to collaborate 
on documents and secure information. This course also covers techniques for creating complex 
documents, such as forms or documents that require reference pages.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to modify user information and share 
documents

 L How to work with comments and compare 
document changes. 

 L How to review a document, merge 
document changes and co -author 
documents

 L How to annotate documents with 
reference tools, such as captions, cross-
references, bookmarks, hyperlinks, 
footnotes, endnotes, citations, and 
bibliographies

 L Ways to enhance and streamline long 
documents

 L How to create a Table of Contents and 
other ancillary tables

 L How to work with master documents and 
subdocuments.

 L How to annotate documents with 
captions, cross-references, bookmarks, 
hyperlinks, footnotes, endnotes, citations, 
and bibliographies

 L How to suppress information from a 
document, set editing restrictions, add a 
digital signature,  and restrict document 
access.

 L How to create, and manipulate forms. 

 L Techniques for saving and exporting form 
data

 L How to use Microsoft Office SharePoint 
Server with Microsoft Word 2016 to .create, 
compare, and combine document versions

 What Topics are Covered?

 L Collaborating on Documents

 L Adding Reference Marks and Notes

 L Simplifying and Managing Long 
Documents

 L Securing a Document

 L Forms

 L Managing Document Versions

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L The components of the Microsoft Word 
Online Interface 

 L How to create, open, edit, save, share and 
print documents

 L How to find and replace text, change view 
options and get help

 L How to apply character formatting, create 
different types of lists, control paragraph 
layout, and apply styles to text

 L How to insert symbols, emojis, and images 
into a document

 L Techniques for resizing,  reshaping, and 
customizing  images in a document

 L How to insert and set options for  headers, 
footers and page numbers

 L  How to insert and format footnotes and 
endnotes 

 L  How to set and customize margins, page 
orientation and paper size.

 L How to use AutoCorrect, spelling and 
grammar tools, performing word counts 
and using the Translator. 

 L How to make documents accessible.

 L How to use comments

 L How to share and collaborate on 
documents

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started

 L Formatting Text and Paragraphs

 L Working with Images

 L Inserting Objects

 L Finalizing Your Document

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WORD ONLINE 
Microsoft Word Online is a cloud-based version of Microsoft’s flagship word processor. It is part 
of Office 365, Microsoft’s cloud-based office software suite.

This course is intended to help all users get up to speed quickly with Word Online. Using Word 
Online, you can create professional documents of nearly any type. We will cover getting started 
with the app, formatting text, working with images and objects, and finalizing a document.
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MICROSOFT WORD 365 - PART 1
This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed with Word quickly. 
We will cover different features of the interface, show users how to create a basic document, 
and introduce users to Word’s most important tools. 

By the end of this course, students should be comfortable with creating, saving, and sharing a 
new document. Students will also become familiar with using and customizing the Microsoft 
Word interface

What Will You Learn?

 L The components of the Microsoft Word 
Interface 

 L How to create and view a basic document

 L How to find help in Microsoft Word

 L How to use basic navigation and editing 
tools

 L How to use character formatting, align text 
using tabs, display text as list items and 
control paragraph layouts

 L How to apply borders, shading, and styles 
to a document

 L How to reveal, clear, and find and replace 
formatting

 L How to insert, modify and format tables

 L How to convert text to tables and tables to 
text

 L How to manage lists 

 L How to insert symbols, special characters, 
images, and media  into a document

 L How to add watermarks,  format pages 
using borders and colors, and add headers 
and footers to a document. 

 L How to control page layout by modifying 
margins, orientation, paper size, vertical 
alignment, and page breaks.

 L How to use the spell check, thesaurus, 
translator, and word count tools

 L How to use The Researcher, Smart Lookup, 
the Research Options dialog box and the 
Accessibility Checker

 L Ways to customize the Microsoft Word 
interface, set save options, and manage 
other file types. 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Word

 L Editing a Document

 L Formatting Text and Paragraphs

 L Adding Tables

 L Managing Lists

 L Adding Graphics

 L Controlling Page Appearance

 L Proofing a Document

 L Advanced Topics

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to work with tables by sorting data, 
controlling cell layout, and performing 
calculations. 

 L How to create and modify charts.

 L How to  create and modify text, list, and 
table styles

 L How to apply and customize document 
themes 

 L How to resize images and adjust image 
appearance

 L How to integrate pictures and text.

 L How to add screenshots and videos to a 
document

 L How to use text boxes, shapes, WordArt, 
and SmartArt

 L How to use insert content using Quick 
Parts

 L  How to set paragraph options, use section 
breaks, format text as columns, and link 
text boxes.

 L How to create, modify, and manage 
templates

 L How to perform a Mail Merge

 L How to create and use a data source for 
merge functions

 L How to automate tasks using macros 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Working with Tables and Charts

 L Customizing Formats Using Styles and 
Themes

 L Using Images in a Document

 L Creating Custom Graphic Elements

 L Inserting Content Using Quick Parts

 L Controlling Text Flow

 L Using Templates

 L Using Mail Merge

 L Using Macros

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WORD 365 - PART 2
This intermediate-level course is designed to help users who are familiar with Word’s basic 
features to take their skills to the next level. By the end of this course, users should be 
comfortable with using tools such as styles, macros, templates, mail merge, and building 
blocks to automate tasks. Students will also understand how to create complex documents 
using tables, charts, and various types of illustrations.
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MICROSOFT EXCEL 2016 - PART 1
Excel is Microsoft’s powerful and easy-to-use spreadsheet program. This new version of Excel 
incorporates some new features and integration of features that were previously only available 
as separate add-ins.

This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed with Excel quickly. 
We will cover different features of the interface, show users how to print, cover some simple 
scenarios, and cover the basics of formatting.

What Will You Learn?

 L To identify the elements of the Excel 
interface, create a basic worksheet, and 
use the help system 

 L How to create formulas in a worksheet, 
insert functions in a worksheet, and reuse 
formulas

 L How to manipulate data, insert, 
manipulate, and delete cells, columns, and 
rows

 L How to search for and replace data

 L How to spell check a worksheet

 L How to modify fonts, add borders and 
colors to cells, apply number formats, align 
cell contents, and apply cell styles 

 L How to define the basic page layout for 
a workbook, refine the page layout, and 
apply print options

 L How to format worksheet tabs, manage 
worksheets, and manage the view of 
worksheets and workbooks

 L How to customize general, language, 
formula, proofing, and saving options

 L How to use Excel’s version control features

 L How to customize the ribbon and the 
Quick Access toolbar, enable add-ins, and 
customize advanced and Trust Center 
options

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Microsoft Excel 2016

 L Performing Calculations

 L Modifying a Worksheet

 L Formatting a Worksheet

 L Printing Workbook Contents

 L Managing Large Workbooks

 L Customizing the Excel Environment

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to use range names in formulas and 
functions and to use specialized functions 

 L How to analyze data by using text, logical, 
lookup, date and financial functions

 L How to create and modify tables, sort and 
filter data, use subtotal features, and work 
with database functions

 L How to create charts, and modify and 
format existing charts. 

 L How  to create a trendline and advanced 
charts

 L How to create a PivotTable, filter data 

using slicers, and analyze data using 
PivotCharts

 L How to insert, modify, layer and group 
graphical objects 

 L How to incorporate SmartArt into 
workbooks

 L How to customize workbooks, manage 
themes, and create and use templates

 L How to protect a file

 L How to prepare a workbook for multiple 
audiences

What Topics are Covered?

 L Creating Advanced Formulas

 L Analyzing Data with Logical and 
Lookup Functions

 L Organizing and Analyzing Datasets 
and Tables

 L Visualizing Data with Charts

 L Analyzing Data with PivotTables, 
Slicers, and PivotCharts

 L Inserting Graphics

 L Enhancing Workbooks

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT EXCEL 2016 - PART 2
This course is intended to help all users get up to speed on the different features of Excel and 
to become familiar with its more advanced selection of features. We will cover how to create 
and use advanced formulas, analyze data, organize worksheet data with tables, visualize data 
with charts, insert graphics, and enhance workbooks.
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MICROSOFT EXCEL 2016 - PART 3
This course explores the advanced features in Excel 2016. Students will learn how to automate 
worksheet functionality, audit worksheets, analyze data, work with multiple workbooks, export 
Excel data and import/export XML data. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How to automate worksheet functionality

 L How to update worksheet properties, 
create and edit a macro, apply conditional 
formatting, and add data validation criteria 
to a workbook

 L How to trace cells, troubleshoot invalid 
data and formula errors, watch and 
evaluate formulas, and create a data list 
online

 L How to create Sparklines and scenarios

 L How to perform a what-if analysis and 

a statistical analysis with the Analysis 
ToolPak

 L How to create interactive data with Power 
View

 L How to consolidate data, link cells 
in different workbooks, and merge 
workbooks

 L How to export Excel data, import a 
delimited text file, integrate Excel data 
with the web, and create a web query

 L How to import and export XML data

What Topics are Covered?

 L Automating Worksheet Functionality

 L Auditing Worksheets

 L Analyzing and Presenting Data

 L Working with Multiple Workbooks

 L Exporting Excel Data

 L Importing and Exporting XML Data

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to  explore the PowerPivot 
application, import data from sources, 
refresh data, and create linked tables

 L How to  organize and format tables, 
create calculated columns, sort and filter 
PowerPivot data, and create and manage 
table relationships

 L How to create PivotTables and PivotCharts, 
filter data using slicers, and present 

PivotTable data visually

 L How to manipulate PowerPivot data using 
DAX functions, extract data from tables 
using functions, and work with time 
dependent data

 L How to protect reports 

 L How to save reports in different file 
formats 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with PowerPivot

 L Manipulating PowerPivot Data

 L Creating PowerPivot Reports

 L Using DAX Functions in PowerPivot

 L Distributing PowerPivot Data

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT EXCEL 2016 - POWERPIVOT
This course takes a look at the PowerPivot add-in for Microsoft Excel 2016. Its aim is for all 
users of PowerPivot to get a good grasp of how its features are set and how it works. It covers 
interface features, techniques for manipulating PowerPivot data, how to create PowerPivot 
reports, the structure of DAX functions, and ways to distribute PowerPivot data. 
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MICROSOFT EXCEL 2016 - VISUAL BASIC FOR APPLICATIONS
This course gives students the skills they need to harness Visual Basic for Applications, or VBA, 
to automate many tasks they encounter while using Excel 2016. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How to create a macro using the Macro 
Recorder, edit a macro, and debug a 
macro

 L How to customize the Quick Access 
toolbar and hotkeys 

 L How to set macro security

 L How  to insert text with a macro, format 
text with a macro, sort data with a macro, 
duplicate data with a macro, and generate 
a report with a macro

 L How to create an interactive worksheet 
and determine the appropriate dialog box 

types to use 

 L How capture user input using a variety of 
techniques

 L How to use macros to insert, copy, delete 
and rename worksheets using macros

 L How to modify the order of worksheets 
using macros

 L How to print worksheets using macros

 L How to create user-defined functions in 
macros

 L How to automate SUM functions with a 
macro 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Developing Macros

 L Formatting Worksheets Using Macros

 L Creating an Interactive Worksheet

 L Working with Multiple Worksheets

 L Performing Calculations

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to identify the components of the 
Excel Online interface and how to navigate 
the app. 

 L The basic options available  for managing 
workbooks 

 L How to get help in Excel Online

 L How to use formulas and functions

 L How to work with data, rows and columns

 L How to sort and filter data

 L How to format text and cells, align cell 
contents, use find and select tools 

 L How to apply, customize and clear 
conditional formatting

 L How to insert, rotate, resize and delete 
pictures and shapes

 L How to create and customize tables

 L How to insert charts and customize them 
to ensure data is displayed properly

 L How to insert PivotTables, work with 
PivotTable data and to sort and filter that 
data

 L How to insert, edit and delete comments 

 L How to create and customize additional 
worksheets

 L How to customize the view options for 
each workbook 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started

 L Working with Data

 L Formatting a Worksheet

 L Adding Pictures and Shapes

 L Organizing Worksheet Data with 
Tables and Charts

 L Using Pivot-Tables

 L Finalizing Workbooks

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT EXCEL ONLINE
Excel Online is Microsoft’s cloud-based, easy-to-use spreadsheet program. This course is 
intended to help all users get up to speed with Excel Online. By the end of this course, users 
should be comfortable with creating a new spreadsheet, working with basic formulas and 
functions, and making a spreadsheet look professional and presentable.
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MICROSOFT EXCEL 365 - PART 1
Excel is Microsoft’s powerful and easy-to-use spreadsheet program which provides you with an 
extensive set of tools to organize, analyze, present, and store data.

This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed with Excel quickly. 
We will cover different features including creating a new spreadsheet, working with basic 
formulas and functions, making a spreadsheet look professional and presentable, and saving 
and printing a spreadsheet.

What Will You Learn?

 L To identify the elements of the Excel 
interface, create a basic worksheet, and 
use the help system. 

 L How to create formulas in a worksheet, 
insert functions in a worksheet, and reuse 
formulas.

 L How to use formulas and functions in a 
worksheet.

 L How to work with data, rows and columns 
and  sort and filter data.

 L How to format text and cells and align cell 
contents. 

 L How to Find & Select tools 

 L How to spell check a worksheet 

 L How to define the basic page layout for 
a workbook, refine the page layout, and 
apply print options

 L How to format worksheet tabs, manage 
worksheets, and manage the view of 
worksheets and workbooks.

 L How to customize general, language, 
formula, proofing, and saving options

 L How to use Excel’s version control features

 L How to customize the ribbon and the 
Quick Access toolbar, enable add-ins, and 
customize advanced and Trust Center 
options

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Microsoft Excel 365

 L Working with Data

 L Modifying a Worksheet

 L Printing Workbook Contents

 L Managing Large Workbooks

 L Customizing the Excel Environment

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to use range names in formulas and 
functions and use specialized functions 

 L How to analyze data by using text, logical, 
lookup, date and financial functions

 L How to create, format, and modify tables 

 L How to use structured references and the 
subtotal and database functions

 L How to create charts and modify and 
format existing charts. 

 L How  to create a trendline and advanced 
charts

 L How to create a PivotTable, filter data 

using slicers, and analyze data using 
PivotCharts

 L How to insert, modify, layer and group 
graphical objects 

 L How to incorporate SmartArt into 
workbooks

 L How to customize workbooks, manage 
themes, and create and use templates

 L How to protect a file

 L How to prepare a workbook for multiple 
audiences 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Creating Advanced Formulas

 L Analyzing Data with Logical and 
Lookup Functions

 L Organizing Worksheet Data with 
Tables

 L Visualizing Data with Charts

 L Analyzing Data with PivotTables, 
Slicers, and PivotCharts

 L Working with Graphical Objects

 L Enhancing Workbooks

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT EXCEL 365 - PART  2
This course is intended to help all users become familiar with the more advanced selection 
of features of Excel. We will cover how to create and use advanced formulas, analyze data, 
organize worksheet data with tables, visualize data with charts, work with graphical objects, 
and enhance workbooks. 
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MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT 2016  - FOR USERS
Microsoft SharePoint 2016 is an online collaboration tool that is very prominent for businesses 
and organizations. At the end of this course, users will be able to navigate through SharePoint, 
search documents, content, libraries, and lists. They will know how to update their SharePoint 
profile, use SharePoint with Microsoft Office, and access SharePoint from mobile devices.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to access SharePoint sites and 
navigate through them 

 L How to add documents to SharePoint and 
search a SharePoint site

 L How to add items to lists, modify list items, 
configure list views, and filter, group, and 
sort lists.

 L How to update and share a profile, share 
and follow content

 L How to create a blog post

 L How to how to open and save SharePoint 
documents in Office

 L How to use document version

 L How to access SharePoint using Outlook 
2016

 L How to synchronize OneDrive with 
SharePoint 

 L How to use SharePoint with a mobile 
device. 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Opening and Navigating SharePoint Team 
Sites

 L Working with SharePoint Content

 L Using Lists

 L Using Collaboration and Communication 
Features

 L Using SharePoint with Microsoft Office

 L Accessing SharePoint Using Alternate 
Methods

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to create a site and design a 
SharePoint site

 L How to configure a document library for a 
team site

 L How to configure the site assets library for 
a site

 L How to add a wiki to your site

 L How to add an announcement list, a task 
list, contact lists, calendar lists, and a 

custom list. 

 L How to add a blog to your site

 L How to use site search options

 L How to use site administration settings

 L How to use site navigation settings

 L How to assign site permissions 

 L How to configure security options

 L How to secure site components 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Creating a New Site

 L Adding and Configuring Libraries

 L Adding and Configuring Lists

 L Configuring Site Settings

 L Assigning Permission and Access Rights

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT 2016  - FOR SITE OWNERS
Microsoft SharePoint 2016 is a collaboration platform that allows multiple users to share 
documents, exchange ideas, and work together. This course will help experienced SharePoint 
users learn how to create and manage sites. It will look at changes that have been made to the 
user interface, show users how to create new sites, libraries, lists, as well as change site settings 
and manage site options.
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MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT 2016  - FOR SITE ADMINISTRATORS
This course looks at the many features that can help SharePoint 2016 administrators 
streamline, automate, and facilitate site management tasks. It will familiarize students with 
creating and configuring site collections, configuring top-level sites, configuring site collection 
metadata, setting up archiving and compliance policies, using workflows, and configuring 
search options.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to create a site collection, set quotas, 
configure audit options, and how to back 
up a site collection.

 L How to manage features and apps

 L How to add an RSS feed to a site

 L How to create and configure document 
sets

 L How to create content types and add 
columns to content types

 L How to configure site policies

 L How to  configure in-place records 

management

 L How to configure information 
management policies

 L How to configure and use the Content 
Organizer

 L What workflows are and the components 
of a workflow

 L How to plan and develop a SharePoint 
workflow

 L How to configure search options and 
search alerts 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Creating and Configuring Site Collections

 L Configuring Top-Level Sites

 L Configuring Site Collection Metadata

 L Archiving and Compliance

 L Creating Workflows

 L Implementing and Configuring Search

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L To identify the elements of the Microsoft 
Access 2016 interface.

 L How to create a simple Access database

 L How to get help in Microsoft Access

 L How to modify table data, work with, 
sort and filter records, and how to create 
lookups.

 L How to join data from different tables in a 
query, sort and filter data in a query, and 
perform calculations in a query

 L How to create parameter queries, action 
queries, unmatched queries, duplicate 
queries, and summarize data with queries

 L How to create reports, add controls to a 
report, enhance report appearance and 
prepare a report for print

 L How to customize the Access environment 
using the Access Options dialog box

 L  How to design a relational database by 
creating a table, managing table fields, 
and creating table relationships

 L How to normalize data and create a 
junction table

 L How to import data into Access, export 
Access data to text file formats and Excel, 
and create a mail merge

 L How to organize and format reports, 
include charts in reports, add calculated 
fields to reports, and add subreports to an 
existing report

 L How to create a mailing label report

 L How to publish a report as a PDF 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Access

 L Working with Table Data

 L Querying a Database

 L Creating Advanced Queries

 L Generating Reports

 L Customizing the Access Environment

 L Designing a Relational Database

 L Joining Tables

 L Organizing a Database for Efficiency

 L Sharing Data Across Applications

 L Advanced Reporting

 L Additional Reporting Options

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT ACCESS 2016 - PART 1
Access is Microsoft’s flagship database application that allows you to create and manage 
databases for all sorts of different purposes. Access 2016 incorporates new features and 
connectivity options to make databases more accessible to the everyday user. 

This course is intended to help novice computer users get up to speed quickly and to help 
more experienced computer users who have little to no experience with Microsoft Access and 
databases in general.
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MICROSOFT ACCESS 2016 - PART 2
Access is Microsoft’s flagship database application that allows you to create and manage 
databases for all sorts of different purposes. This course explores advanced Access features. 
Whether you’re using Access for the first time, or have been using it for years, this course will 
help you make the most of Access 2016’s features and tools. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How to add controls to forms, set form 
controls, create subforms, organize 
information with tab pages, enhance 
database navigation with forms, format a 
form, and apply conditional formatting

 L How to use field validation and form and 
record validation

 L How to create a macro, restrict records 
using a condition, validate data using 
a macro, automate data entry using a 
macro, and convert a macro to VBA.

 L How to  link tables to external data sources, 
manage a database, determine object 

dependency, document a database, and 
analyze the performance of a database

 L How to split a database for multiple user 
access,

 L How to secure a database by  setting 
passwords

 L How to convert an Access database to an 
ACCDE file

 L How to package a database with a digital 
signature

 L How  to create and modify database 
switchboard

 L How to set switchboard startup options 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Implementing Advanced Form Design  L Using Data Validation

 L Using Macros to Improve User Interface 
Design

 L Using Advanced Database Management

 L Distributing and Securing a Database

 L Managing Switchboards

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to open and create basic databases, 
create simple forms, and use database 
templates

 L How to modify data within a table and  
how to sort and filter records

 L How to create lookup fields

 L How to create basic queries and add 
sorting, grouping, filtering, and calculation 
components to a query.

 L How to create parameter queries, action 
queries, unmatched queries, and duplicate 
queries

 L How to summarize data in Access

 L How to create basic reports,  add controls 
to them, and prepare them for printing.

 L How to change the theme that a report 
uses

 L The planning processes that must be 
followed to successfully create a database

 L The fundamentals of database design with 
a focus on relational databases

 L How to create basic query joins and join 
tables that do not have a common field 

 L  How to work  with self-joins, 
subdatasheets and  create basic 
subqueries using SQL

 L How to  export Access data as Excel files 
and text files

 L How to create a basic mail merge

 L How to import data into Access 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Access

 L Working with Table Data

 L Query a Database

 L Creatie Advanced Queries

 L Generate Reports

 L Design a Relational Database

 L Joining Tables

 L Importing and Exporting Data

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT ACCESS 365 - PART 1
Access is Microsoft’s flagship database application that allows you to create and manage 
databases for all sorts of different purposes. Access 365 incorporates a few new features 
to better visualize data, support for new data types, as well as interface and workflow 
improvements.  This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed 
quickly and to  help more experienced computer users who have little to no experience with 
Microsoft Access and databases in general. 
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MICROSOFT ACCESS 365 - PART 2
This is the second part of a two-level course, and is intended to build on foundational 
knowledge. We will cover how to complete advanced form design tasks, add data validation, 
explore macros, better manage databases, secure databases, and much more. 

By the end of this course, users should be comfortable managing existing databases and 
completing light database development and management work. Users should also know how 
to find information about databases and use the validation techniques covered to ensure the 
integrity of the data that is collected. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How to add controls to forms, set form 
controls, create subforms, organize 
information with tab pages, enhance 
database navigation with forms, format a 
form, and apply conditional formatting

 L How to create basic macros that use 
actions, conditions, arguments, and events 
to complete a task

 L How to create macros that complete basic 
validation and automation tasks

 L How to convert existing macros to VBA

 L How to link tables to external data sources, 

manage a database, determine object 
dependency, document a database, and 
analyze the performance of a database

 L How to split a database and use other  
strategies available in Access to  distribute 
and secure a database.

 L  How to  convert a database into the 
ACCDE format.

 L How to package and digitally sign a 
database for distribution.

 L  How to create, modify, and set startup 
options for a database switchboard

What Topics are Covered?

 L Implementing Advanced Form Design

 L Using Data Validation

 L Using Macros to Improve User Interface 
Design

 L Using Advanced Database Management

 L Distributing and Securing a Database

 L Managing Switchboards

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to navigate the Outlook interface, 
perform basic email functions, and use 
Outlook help (including the Tell Me 
feature)

 L How to create an email message, check 
spelling and grammar, and format 
message content 

 L How to add attachments to emails, 
enhance messages, and manage 
automatic message content

 L How to customize reading options, work 

with attachments, and manage message 
responses

 L How to manage and organize  messages 
using tags, flags, folders

 L How to  view and print the calendar and  
manage appointments and meetings

 L How to  create, update, view, and organize 
contacts using the People workspace

 L  How to  manage tasks and notes

 L How to customize the Outlook interface

 L How to create and manage Quick Steps 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Outlook 2016

 L Composing Messages

 L Reading and Responding to Messages

 L Managing Your Messages

 L Managing Your Calendar

 L Managing Your Contacts

 L Working with Tasks and Notes

 L Customizing the Outlook Environment

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT OUTLOOK 2016 - PART 1
Microsoft Office Outlook 2016 incorporates some new features that will help make managing 
your email and personal information easier than ever. This course will help students get 
comfortable with the Outlook 2016 interface, creating and sending messages, managing 
contacts, using the calendar, managing tasks, and working with notes.
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MICROSOFT OUTLOOK 2016 - PART 2
This course is aimed at all users of Microsoft Outlook 2016, Microsoft’s powerful information 
management program. It will help users get up to speed on the various Outlook 2016 features 
and become familiar with its more advanced options. This course shows how to configure 
advanced message options, use advanced message management options, manage activities 
using tasks, edit electronic business cards, share your workspaces with others, manage 
Outlook data files, among other topics.  

What Will You Learn?

 L How to how to insert advanced characters 
and objects, how to modify message 
settings, properties, and options, and how 
to use automatic replies

 L How to sort, filter, organize and search 
messages, manage junk mail, and manage 
your mailbox

 L How to manage advanced calendar 
options, manage additional calendars, 
manage meeting responses, and how to 

assign and manage tasks

 L How to edit an electronic business card, 
manage advanced contact options, 
forward contacts, and export contacts

 L How to delegate access to mail folders.

 L How to share your calendar your contacts

 L How to back up Outlook items

 L How to change data file settings

 L How to configure e-mail message 
security 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Configuring Advanced Message Options

 L Advanced Message Management

 L Advanced Calendar and Task Management

 L Advanced Contact Management

 L Sharing Workspaces with Others

 L Managing Outlook Data Files

 L Managing Email Security

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to navigate the Outlook interface, 
perform basic email functions, and use 
Outlook help (including the Tell Me 
feature)

 L How to create an email message, check 
spelling and grammar, and format 
message content 

 L How to add attachments to emails, 
enhance messages, and manage 
automatic message content

 L How to customize reading options, work 

with attachments, and manage message 
responses

 L How to manage and organize  messages 
using tags, flags, folders

 L How to  view and print the calendar and  
manage appointments and meetings

 L How to  create, update, view, and organize 
contacts using the People workspace

 L  How to  manage tasks and notes

 L How to customize the Outlook interface

 L How to create and manage Quick Steps 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with Outlook 365

 L Composing Messages

 L Reading and Responding to Messages

 L Managing Your Messages

 L Managing Your Calendar

 L Managing Your Contacts

 L Working with Tasks and Notes

 L Customizing the Outlook Environment

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT OUTLOOK 365 - PART 1
Microsoft 365 Outlook incorporates some new features that will help make managing your 
email and personal information easier than ever. This course will help students get comfortable 
with the Microsoft 365 interface, creating and sending messages, managing contacts, using 
the calendar, managing tasks, and working with notes.
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MICROSOFT OUTLOOK ONLINE
Outlook Online is the cloud-based version of Microsoft’s information management application. 
This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed with Outlook Online 
quickly. By the end of this course, students should be comfortable using Outlook Online in 
their day-to-day workflow. Key learning areas will include creating and sending messages, 
managing contacts, using the calendar, and managing tasks.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to log into Office 365, launch Outlook 
Online and become familiar with its 
interface

 L About the  various Outlook Online 
workspaces and how to access 
customization options

 L How to create and send email messages

 L  How to use basic response options 

 L How to add items to a message

 L  Ways to manage and organize messages

 L How to manage folders, use categories 

and viewing tools and, how to clean up 
messages.

 L How to use the Calendar Workspace  to 
create and modify events

 L About different types of shared calendars 
and how to view them

 L  How to use the People Workspace to 
create contacts and interact with them

 L How to use the Tasks workspace to create 
and manage tasks

 What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started 

 L Working with Email Messages

 L Organizing Email

 L Using the Calendar Workspace

 L Using the People Workspace

 L Using the Tasks Workspace

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to navigate the PowerPoint 
environment, create and save a 
PowerPoint presentation, and use 
PowerPoint help (including the Tell Me 
feature).

 L How to select a presentation type and 
build and layout the presentation

 L How to edit text in the presentation

 L How to view and navigate the presentation

 L How to format characters, paragraphs, and 
text boxes

 L  How to add images, screenshots, screen 
recordings, shapes, and WordArt to a 

presentation

 L How to edit, format, group, and arrange 
objects

 L How to use PowerPoint’s animation 
features

 L How to  create and format a table

 L How to insert data from other applications 

 L How to  create, format, and manipulate a 
chart

 L How to review, print, and deliver a 
presentation. 

 L Techniques for applying transitions to 
slides 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with PowerPoint

 L Developing a PowerPoint Presentation

 L Performing Advanced Text Editing

 L Adding Graphical Elements to Your 
Presentation

 L Modifying Objects in Your Presentation

 L Adding Tables to Your Presentation

 L Adding Charts to Your Presentation

 L Preparing to Deliver Your Presentation

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 2016 - PART 1
PowerPoint is Microsoft’s powerful and easy-to-use presentation program. This version of 
PowerPoint incorporates some new features and connectivity options in an effort to make 
collaboration and production as easy as possible.

This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed with PowerPoint 
quickly. We will cover different features of the interface; show users how to create, save, 
and present a basic presentation; cover the basics of formatting; and discuss how to add 
multimedia to a presentation.
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MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 2016 - PART 2
This course covers advanced topics that allow users to get the most out of PowerPoint 2016, 
whether they are beginners or experts. 

What Will You Learn?

 L How to customize the PowerPoint user 
interface and how to set options

 L How to create and manage sections, 
modify slide masters and slide layouts, add 
headers and footers

 L How to modify the notes master and the 
handout master

 L How to create and modify SmartArt 

 L How to add audio and video to a 
presentation

 L How to customize animations and 
transitions

 L How to add comments to and review a 
presentation

 L How to store and share presentations on 
the web

 L  How to annotate a presentation, set up a 
slide show, create a custom slide show, add 
hyperlinks and action buttons, and record 
a presentation

 L How to secure a presentation, present a 
slide show online and create a video or 
CD 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Modifying the PowerPoint Environment

 L Customizing Design Templates

 L Adding SmartArt to a Presentation

 L Working with Media and Animations

 L Collaborating on a Presentation

 L Customizing a Slide Show

 L Securing and Distributing a Presentation

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to navigate the PowerPoint 
environment, create and save a 
PowerPoint presentation, and use 
PowerPoint help (including the Tell Me 
feature).

 L How to select a presentation type and 
build and layout the presentation

 L How to edit text in the presentation

 L How to view and navigate the presentation

 L How to format characters, paragraphs, and 
text boxes

 L  How to add images, screenshots, screen 
recordings, shapes, and WordArt to a 

presentation

 L How to edit, format, group, and arrange 
objects

 L How to use PowerPoint’s animation 
features

 L How to  create and format a table

 L How to insert data from other applications 

 L How to  create, format, and manipulate a 
chart

 L How to review, print, and deliver a 
presentation. 

 L Techniques for applying transitions to 
slides 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started with PowerPoint

 L Developing a PowerPoint Presentation

 L Performing Advanced Text Editing

 L Adding Graphical Elements to Your 
Presentation

 L Modifying Objects in Your Presentation

 L Adding Tables to Your Presentation

 L Adding Charts to Your Presentation

 L Preparing to Deliver Your Presentation

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 365 - PART 1
PowerPoint is Microsoft’s powerful and easy-to-use presentation program. This version of 
PowerPoint incorporates some new features in an effort to make collaboration and production 
as easy as possible.

This course is intended to help all novice computer users get up to speed with PowerPoint 
quickly. We will cover different features of the interface; show users how to create, save, 
and present a basic presentation; cover the basics of formatting; and discuss how to add 
multimedia to a presentation.
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MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 365 - PART 2
Welcome to the second part of our Microsoft 365 PowerPoint courseware. This version of 
PowerPoint incorporates some new features and connectivity options in an effort to make 
collaboration and production as easy as possible.

This course is intended to help all users get up to speed on many of the different features 
found in PowerPoint and to become familiar with its more advanced selection of features. We 
will cover how to change the PowerPoint environment, create customized design templates, 
work with SmartArt, add media and customized animations, collaborate on presentations, 
customize slide shows, and more.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to customize the PowerPoint user 
interface and how to set options

 L How to create and manage sections, 
modify slide masters and slide layouts, add 
headers and footers

 L How to modify the notes master and the 
handout master

 L How to create and modify SmartArt 

 L How to add audio and video to a 
presentation

 L How to customize animations and 
transitions

 L How to add comments to and review a 
presentation

 L How to store and share presentations on 
the web

 L  How to annotate a presentation, set up a 
slide show, create a custom slide show, add 
hyperlinks and action buttons, and record 
a presentation

 L How to secure a presentation, present a 
slide show online and create a video or 
CD 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Modifying the PowerPoint Environment

 L Customizing Design Templates

 L Adding SmartArt to a Presentation

 L Working with Media and Animations

 L Collaborating on a Presentation

 L Customizing a Slide Show

 L Securing and Distributing a Presentation

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L The basics of Windows 7, including 
an introduction to the desktop, basic 
keyboard and mouse techniques and  
power options (logging off, shutting down, 
and restarting).

 L How to open a program and identify its 
components

 L How to use window management features

 L How to work with files and folders

 L The basics of both menu and ribbon-based 
interfaces

 L About the most popular Windows 7 

applications: WordPad, Calculator, Paint,  
Notepad, Windows Media Player, Windows 
Media Center, Snipping Tool, and Sticky 
Notes

 L How to use the Internet features in 
Windows 7, with a focus on Internet 
Explorer 8 and Windows Live

 L How to make sure your computer is secure 
when working on the Internet

 L How to use the help features in Windows 7

 L Hot to use  the Remote Assistance 
feature 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started

 L Working with Windows 7 

 L The Basic Windows 7 Applications

 L Doing More with Windows 7

 L Getting Help in Windows 7

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 7  - FOUNDATION
Windows 7 is the seventh version of Microsoft’s widely used Windows operating system. This 
version of Windows incorporates and improves many of the features introduced in Windows 
Vista. This Foundation level is intended to help both novice and experienced users become 
familiar with the many changes that have been made to Windows with this release. 
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS 7  - INTERMEDIATE
Windows 7 is the seventh version of Microsoft’s widely used Windows operating system. It 
includes many productivity features that will help users get organized and work smarter.

This Intermediate level is intended to help both novice and experienced users become familiar 
with these productivity features of Windows 7. Highlights of the course include information 
on using Windows 7 file management features; working with applications like Windows 
Media Center, Windows Media Player, Windows DVD Maker, and Windows Fax and Scan; and 
customizing the desktop.

What Will You Learn?

 L The basics of Windows 7, including 
keyboard shortcuts, the Start menu, Jump 
Lists, the Recycle Bin, and gadgets

 L About Windows Media Center, Windows 
Media Player, Windows DVD Maker, and 
Windows Fax and Scan.

 L How to customize the parts of the 
Windows desktop, including the taskbar, 
Start menu, and desktop appearance

 L How to use libraries and how to search in 
Windows 7. 

 L How to manage files and folders 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Working with Windows 7 (Advanced)

 L The Windows 7 Applications

 L Customizing Your Desktop

 L Advanced File and Folder Tasks

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator  L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L About the Control Panel and various 
customization options 

 L How to set accessibility options

 L About wired and wireless networking 
and advanced networking tasks such as 
network drives, printers, and domains

 L How to perform common maintenance 
and optimization tasks such as 
defragmentation, disk repair, and 

Windows Update.

 L About Windows Defender and the 
Parental Controls Center 

 L How to manage software, enable and 
disable Windows features, and manage file 
types. 

 L tHow to use Device Manager and Disk 
Management to manage your computer’s 
hardware 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Making Windows 7 Work for You

 L Networking with Windows 7

 L Maintaining and Optimizing your 

Computer

 L Hardware and Software

 L

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 7  - ADVANCED
Windows 7 offers many administrator-level features to help power users manage their 
computers. This Advanced level is intended to help users customize, maintain, and optimize 
Windows 7.

Highlights of the course include an overview of the Control Panel, networking information, a 
guide to maintenance and optimization tasks, and tips on managing hardware and software 
with Windows 7.
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS 7  - EXPERT
Windows 7 contains many powerful tools designed for system administrators and power users. 
This course is designed for students who are already comfortable with Windows 7 and ready to 
learn about these advanced tools.

Highlights of the course include an overview of Internet-related tools, troubleshooting tips, a 
look at computer management tools, and information on hardware administrative tools.

What Will You Learn?

 L How to use Remote Desktop, Remote 
Assistance,  Windows Contacts and the 
People Near Me feature

 L How to use Windows 7’s troubleshooting 
tools, including the Backup and Restore 
Center, the Action Center, the System 
Configuration utility and System Restore 

 L  About Windows 7’s most advanced 
features, including ReadyBoost, BitLocker, 

Encrypting File System, Windows Services 
Hardening, Data Execution Prevention, 
and Access Control Lists. 

 L How to use the Mobility features and the 
Math Input Panel 

 L About Windows’ hardware administrative 
tools (such as paging files and event logs) 

 L About Windows XP Mode and Speech 
Recognition  

What Topics are Covered?

 L Harnessing the Power of the Internet

 L Troubleshooting your Computer

 L Computer Management Tools

 L Advanced Topics

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L About the components of a PC

 L How to sign into Windows 10 and navigate 
the Start menu

 L How to use the desktop and use 
components of the desktop window. They 
will also learn how to create and modify 
files with desktop applications, and 
manage files and folders with File Explorer.

 L how to use Microsoft Edge and manage 

tabs in Edge

 L How to use using the Windows Store and 
using Universal Apps

 L How to interact with Microsoft Cortana

 L How to store and share files with OneDrive

 L How to creating new user accounts and 
customizing the Start menu

 L Hot to configure account passwords and 
use Windows Defender

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting to Know PC’s and the Windows 10 
User Interface

 L Working with Windows Desktop

 L Using Microsoft Edge

 L Using Windows Store and Working with 

Universal Apps

 L Other Windows 10 Features

 L Customizing the Windows 10 Environment

 L Using Windows 10 Security Features

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 10 - NAVIGATING THE WINDOWS 10 ENVIRONMENT

Microsoft Windows 10 is the latest iteration of the popular Windows operating system. By the 
end of this course, learners will have advanced from being novice computer users to a level 
where they will be comfortable with the Windows 10 interface, using Windows Store apps, 
working with the Windows 10 desktop, using Microsoft Edge, customizing the Windows 10 
environment, using Windows 10 security features, and more. 
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS 10 - PART 1
Windows 10 is the latest iteration of Microsoft’s widely used Windows operating system. This 
new version of Windows incorporates hundreds of new features as well as improvements to 
existing ones. 

This course is intended to help both novice and experienced users become familiar with the 
many changes that have been made to Windows with this release. By the end of this course, 
users should be comfortable logging into Windows 10, completing basic actions using its user 
interface, customizing the user interface, understanding its security features, and using both 
Microsoft Edge and File Explorer.

What Will You Learn?

 L About the components of a Personal 
Computer

 L How to sign into Windows 10, navigate the 
desktop and explore the Start menu

 L How to multitask with apps, search your 
computer, and view notifications. 

 L How to use the Windows Store apps

 L How to navigate  Windows 10

 L How to work with desktop windows, 
manage files and folders with File Explorer, 
and create files with desktop applications

 L How to use Microsoft Edge to browse the 
web.

 L How to  manage browser tabs, and modify 
Microsoft Edge options

 L How to change basic Windows settings, 
customize the Lock screen, and 
personalize the desktop

 L How to configure passwords, use Windows 
Defender, and store and share files with 
OneDrive.

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting to Know PC’s and the Windows 10 
User Interface

 L Using Windows Store Apps and Navigation 
Features

 L Working with Desktop Applications

 L Using Microsoft Edge

 L Customizing the Windows 10 Environment

 L Using Windows 10 Security Features

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L How to use the Settings window and the 
Control Panel

 L How to work with virtual desktops and 
manage apps

 L How to configure user accounts and family 
safety features

 L How to use the  Mail, Calendar, Groove 
Music, Movies & TV, Camera, and Xbox 
applications

 L How to connect devices to a PC, modify 
device settings, and manage devices in the 
Control Panel

 L How to manage networks

 L How to share files and folders with the 
Homegroup feature

 L How to work with file history and data 
backups

 L How to recover your PC

 L How to configure security settings

 L How to view system information

 L How to use Task Manager

 L How to optimize power consumption

 L How to deal with troubleshooting 
problems 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Working with Windows 10

 L Configuring User Accounts

 L Working with Apps in Windows 10

 L Working with Devices

 L Managing Networks

 L Securing System Data

 L Configuring System Settings

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 10 - PART 2
The second part of our Windows 10 courseware will help users become familiar with the many 
changes that have been made to Windows, including the return of the Start menu and new 
apps that you can use to complete various tasks. By the end of this course, users should be 
comfortable modifying Windows 10 settings, managing user accounts, working with default 
apps, managing devices, managing networks, and securing system data.
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS 10 - MAY 2019 UPDATE
Windows 10 is Microsoft’s ubiquitous and easy-to-use operating system. This update 
incorporates some new features and updates others to improve usability, security, and 
performance. 

This course is intended to help all Windows 10 users get comfortable with using the 
new features that are included in the Microsoft Windows 10 May 2019 update, while also 
understanding and adapting to the changes made to the interface and existing features.

What Will You Learn?

 L What the Windows 10 May 2019 Update is, 
what it includes, and how to obtain it. 

 L About  the lock screen and the various 
options that the sign-in screen provides

 L How to sign in to a Windows 10 account

 L About the changes to the Start menu, 
taskbar, and Action Center. 

 L How to change the theme, use the 
updated emoji and symbol picker, and use 
the new interface of the cloud clipboard

 L About the various improvements and 

additions to troubleshooting, Windows 
Update, and Windows Security.

 L How  to pause updates and enable 
intelligent active hours.

 L About how Windows Update behaves 
in reserving space for updates and how 
future feature updates may be installed

 L About the changes to the Settings app

 L How to install new fonts, adjust search 
settings, and manage storage settings  

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started

 L Navigation, Productivity, and 
Customization

 L Troubleshooting, Updates, and Security

 L Windows Settings and Storage

 L

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L What Microsoft Teams is and  how to 
launch Teams.

 L How to navigate the Team interface

 L How to set  up and access teams

 L How to use the desktop and mobile apps

 L How to use channels and post messages

 L How to get help in Teams

 L  How to manage messages and  files in a 
channel 

 L How to use the wiki.

 L How to use chat

 L How to manage meetings 

 L How to customize channels and add tabs 
and connectors to a channel

 L How to manage your Teams profile, 

 L How to manage teams and add bots and 
apps to Teams

What Topics are Covered?

 L Getting Started

 L Communicating in Channels

 L Using Other Communication Tools

 L Customizing Channels

 L Customizing Your Teams Experience

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

MICROSOFT TEAMS
This course is intended to help all users get started with Teams, use messages and channels, 
communicate in different ways, and customize Teams settings. By the end of this course, users 
should be comfortable using the Teams app in their day-to-day workflow.
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GOOGLE G SUITE CREATE 
G Suite is Google’s cloud based, online-only office productivity suite. Among the apps included 
are Gmail, Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Sheets, Google Slides, and Google Calendar. No 
previous experience with Google G Suite or any of its component apps is required. This course 
is designed to help all new G Suite users to build their competency quickly. You will discover 
how to log into a G Suite account, navigate its interface, and use its component apps to 
complete common productivity tasks.  

What Will You Learn?

 L What Google G Suite is and what apps are 
included

 L  How  to sign into your Google G Suite 
account and navigate the interface

 L How to navigate and use Google Drive  to 
download, upload, organize and sync files 
and folders 

 L How to use Google Docs to create, open, 
edit and save documents

 L  How to edit text fonts and effects, headers 
and footers, page layout, and Table of 
Contents

 L How to work  with images and tables, 
collaborate with other users, and review 

and distribute documents

 L How to use  Google Sheets to create create, 
open, edit and save spreadsheets

 L  How to  import data, use formulas and 
functions, and create charts; how to 
format, finalize, and share your worksheets.

 L How to use the  Google Slides presentation 
software to navigate, name, and save 
presentations.

 L How to format the appearance of entire 
presentations and individual slides by 
adding text, images, shapes, charts 
and notes and transition effects to 
presentations

 L How to finalize  and share your 
presentation. 

What Topics are Covered?

 L About G Suite

 L Google Drive

 L Google Docs (Part 1)

 L Google Docs (Part 2)

 L Google Sheets

 L Google Slides

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion
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What Will You Learn?

 L  How to get started with Gmail, send, 
read and reply to messages, organize and 
search mail as well as how to manage 
contacts.

 L  How to use Google Calendar to create 
and manage events, create additional 

calendars and share a calendar.

 L How to use Google Forms build forms and 
surveys and work with responses

 L  How to use Google Hangouts to exchange 
text messages and  video and phone 
conversations 

What Topics are Covered?

 L Google Gmail

 L Google Calendar

 L Google Forms

 L Google Hangouts

What’s Included?

 L Instruction by an expert facilitator

 L Small, interactive classes

 L Personalized certificate of completion

GOOGLE G SUITE CONNECT
Welcome to the second part of our Google G Suite courseware. G Suite is Google’s online-only 
office productivity suite. It is comprised of Gmail, Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Sheets, 
Google Slides, Google Calendar, and more.

This course is intended to help all novice G Suite users get up to speed quickly. We will cover 
how to use Gmail, Google Calendar, Google Forms, and Google Hangouts.
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WHY US?
The trainers at the Onebrige Center have over 10 years of 
experience delivering skills training. We are passionate about 
helping people gain the skills training necessary to succeed, 
better adapt to change and unique challenges and advance 
their careers.

ONEBRIDGE CENTER

387 Medina Road, Suite 600
Medina, Ohio 44256

info@onebridgecenter.com

www.onebridgecenter.com

Address

Email

Website


